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INTRODUCTION

As shown in Chapter 3, replicates have to be used for the computation of the standard error for any 
population estimate. This chapter will give examples of such computations.

For PISA 2000 and PISA 2003, the Fay’s variant of the Balanced Repeated Replication is used. The 
general formula for computing the sampling variance with this method is:

Since the PISA databases include 80 replicates and since the Fay coefficient was set to 0.5 for both 
data collections, the above formula can be simplified as follows:

THE STANDARD ERROR ON UNIVARIATE STATISTICS FOR NUMERICAL VARIABLES

To compute the mean and its respective standard error, it is necessary to first compute this statistic by 
weighting the data with the student final weight, i.e. W_FSTUWT, and then to compute 80 other means, 
each of them by weighting the data with one of the 80 replicates, i.e. W_FSTR1 to W_FSTR80. 

Box 6.1 presents the SAS® syntax for computing these 81 means based on the social background 
index (denoted HISEI for the PISA 2003 data for Germany) and Table 6.1 presents the HISEI final 
estimates as well as the 80 replicate estimates. 

Box 6.1 • SAS® syntax for the computation of 81 means

libname PISA2003  “c:\pisa2003\data\”;
options nofmterr notes;
run;

DATA temp;
 set pisa2003.stud;
 if (cnt=“DEU”);
 keep cnt schoolid stidstd w_fstuwt w_fstr1-w_fstr80 hisei; 
RUN;
PROC MEANS DATA=temp VARDEF=WGT;
 VAR hisei;
 WEIGHT w_fstuwt;
RUN;
PROC MEANS DATA=temp VARDEF=WGT;
 VAR hisei;
 WEIGHT w_fstr1;
RUN;
PROC MEANS DATA=temp VARDEF=WGT;
 VAR hisei;
 WEIGHT w_fstr2;
RUN;

PROC MEANS DATA=temp VARDEF=WGT;
 VAR hisei;
 WEIGHT w_fstr79;
RUN;
PROC MEANS DATA=temp VARDEF=WGT;
 VAR hisei;
 WEIGHT w_fstr80;
RUN;

…
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The mean that will be reported is equal to 49.33, i.e. the estimate obtained with the student final 
weight W_FSTUWT. The 80 replicate estimates are just used to compute the standard error on the 
mean of 49.33. 

There are three major steps for the computation of the standard error:

1. Each replicate estimate will be compared with the final estimate 49.33 and the difference will 
be squared. Mathematically, it corresponds to  or in this particular case, . For 
the first replicate, it will be equal to: (49.44 – 49.33)2 = 0.0140. For the second replicate, it 
corresponds to: (49.18 – 49.33)2 = 0.0228. Table 6.2 presents the squared differences.

Table 6.1 • HISEI mean estimates

Weight Mean estimate Weight Mean estimate
Final weight 49.33
Replicate 1
Replicate 2
Replicate 3
Replicate 4
Replicate 5
Replicate 6
Replicate 7
Replicate 8
Replicate 9
Replicate 10
Replicate 11
Replicate 12
Replicate 13
Replicate 14
Replicate 15
Replicate 16
Replicate 17
Replicate 18
Replicate 19
Replicate 20
Replicate 21
Replicate 22
Replicate 23
Replicate 24
Replicate 25
Replicate 26
Replicate 27
Replicate 28
Replicate 29
Replicate 30
Replicate 31
Replicate 32
Replicate 33
Replicate 34
Replicate 35
Replicate 36
Replicate 37
Replicate 38
Replicate 39
Replicate 40

49.44
49.18
49.12
49.46
49.24
49.34
49.13
49.08
49.54
49.20
49.22
49.12
49.33
49.47
49.40
49.30
49.24
48.85
49.41
48.82
49.46
49.37
49.39
49.23
49.47
49.51
49.35
48.89
49.44
49.34
49.41
49.18
49.50
49.12
49.05
49.40
49.20
49.54
49.32
49.35

Replicate 41
Replicate 42
Replicate 43
Replicate 44
Replicate 45
Replicate 46
Replicate 47
Replicate 48
Replicate 49
Replicate 50
Replicate 51
Replicate 52
Replicate 53
Replicate 54
Replicate 55
Replicate 56
Replicate 57
Replicate 58
Replicate 59
Replicate 60
Replicate 61
Replicate 62
Replicate 63
Replicate 64
Replicate 65
Replicate 66
Replicate 67
Replicate 68
Replicate 69
Replicate 70
Replicate 71
Replicate 72
Replicate 73
Replicate 74
Replicate 75
Replicate 76
Replicate 77
Replicate 78
Replicate 79
Replicate 80

49.17
49.66
49.18
49.04
49.42
49.72
49.48
49.14
49.57
49.36
48.78
49.53
49.27
49.23
49.62
48.96
49.54
49.14
49.27
49.42
49.56
49.75
48.98
49.00
49.35
49.27
49.44
49.08
49.09
49.15
49.29
49.29
49.08
49.25
48.93
49.45
49.13
49.45
49.14
49.27
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2. The sum of the squared differences is computed, and then divided by 20. Mathematically, it

 corresponds to 1/20. . In the example, the sum is equal to: 

 (0.0140 + 0.0228 + … + 0.0354 + 0.0031) = 3.5195

The sum divided by 20 is therefore equal to 3.5159/20 = 0.1760. This value represents the 
sampling variance on the mean estimate for HISEI.

3. The standard error is equal to the square root of the sampling variance, i.e. :

This means that the sampling distribution on the HISEI mean for Germany has a standard deviation 
of 0.4195. This value also allows building a confidence interval around this mean. With a risk of type 
I error equal to 0.05, usually denoted , the confidence interval will be equal to:

[49.33 – (1.96*0.4195);49.33 + (1.96*0.4195)]
[48.51;50.15]

Table 6.2 • Squared differences between replicate estimates and the final estimate

Weight Squared difference Weight Squared difference
Replicate 1
Replicate 2
Replicate 3
Replicate 4
Replicate 5
Replicate 6
Replicate 7
Replicate 8
Replicate 9
Replicate 10
Replicate 11
Replicate 12
Replicate 13
Replicate 14
Replicate 15
Replicate 16
Replicate 17
Replicate 18
Replicate 19
Replicate 20
Replicate 21
Replicate 22
Replicate 23
Replicate 24
Replicate 25
Replicate 26
Replicate 27
Replicate 28
Replicate 29
Replicate 30
Replicate 31
Replicate 32
Replicate 33
Replicate 34
Replicate 35
Replicate 36
Replicate 37
Replicate 38
Replicate 39
Replicate 40

0.0140
0.0228
0.0421
0.0189
0.0075
0.0002
0.0387
0.0583
0.0472
0.0167
0.0124
0.0441
0.0000
0.0205
0.0048
0.0009
0.0074
0.2264
0.0077
0.2604
0.0182
0.0016
0.0041
0.0093
0.0199
0.0344
0.0007
0.1919
0.0139
0.0001
0.0071
0.0215
0.0302
0.0411
0.0778
0.0052
0.0150
0.0445
0.0000
0.0004

Replicate 41
Replicate 42
Replicate 43
Replicate 44
Replicate 45
Replicate 46
Replicate 47
Replicate 48
Replicate 49
Replicate 50
Replicate 51
Replicate 52
Replicate 53
Replicate 54
Replicate 55
Replicate 56
Replicate 57
Replicate 58
Replicate 59
Replicate 60
Replicate 61
Replicate 62
Replicate 63
Replicate 64
Replicate 65
Replicate 66
Replicate 67
Replicate 68
Replicate 69
Replicate 70
Replicate 71
Replicate 72
Replicate 73
Replicate 74
Replicate 75
Replicate 76
Replicate 77
Replicate 78
Replicate 79
Replicate 80

0.0239
0.1090
0.0203
0.0818
0.0082
0.1514
0.0231
0.0349
0.0590
0.0014
0.3003
0.0431
0.0032
0.0086
0.0868
0.1317
0.0438
0.0354
0.0034
0.0081
0.0563
0.1761
0.1173
0.1035
0.0008
0.0030
0.0139
0.0618
0.0557
0.0324
0.0016
0.0011
0.0603
0.0052
0.1575
0.0157
0.0378
0.0155
0.0354
0.0031

Sum of squared differences 3.5195
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In other words, there are 5 chances out of 100 that an interval formed in this way will fail to capture the 
population mean. It also means that the German population mean for HISEI is significantly different 
from, for example, a value of 51, as this number is not included in the confidence interval.

Chapter 9 will show how this standard error can be used for comparisons either between two or 
several countries, or between sub-populations within a particular country. 

THE SAS® MACRO FOR COMPUTING THE STANDARD ERROR ON A MEAN

Writing all the SAS® syntax to compute these 81 means and then transferring them into an Microsoft® Excel® 
spreadsheet to finally obtain the standard error would be very time consuming. Fortunately, SAS® macros 
simplify iterative computations. The software package will execute N times the commands included 
between the beginning command (DO I=1 TO N) and the ending command (END). Further, it also saves 
the results in a temporary file that can be used subsequently for the computation of the standard error.

About 10 SAS® macros have been written to simplify the main PISA computations. These macros 
have been saved in different files (with the extension .sas). Box 6.2 shows a SAS® syntax where a 
macro is called for computing the mean and standard error of the variable HISEI.

Box 6.2 • SAS® syntax for the computation of the mean of HISEI  
and its respective standard error

libname PISA2003  “c:\pisa2003\data\”;
options nofmterr notes;
run;

%include “c:\pisa2003\prg\macro_procmeans_nopv.sas”;

data temp;
 set pisa2003.stud;
 if (cnt=“DEU”) ;
 w_fstr0=w_fstuwt;
 keep  cnt schoolid stidstd hisei bsmj st01q01 st03q01
   w_fstr0-w_fstr80 ;
run;

%BRR_PROCMEAN(INFILE=temp,
    REPLI_ROOT=w_fstr,
    BYVAR=cnt,
    VAR=hisei,
    STAT=mean,
    OUTFILE=exerciseA);
run;

proc print data=exerciseA;
 var cnt stat sestat;
run;

After the definition of the SAS® library and a few options, the command (%include “c:\pisa2003\
prg\macro_procmeans_nopv.sas”;) will create and save a new procedure for later use.

The “data” statement will create a temporary file by selecting from the PISA 2000 student database, 
the data for Germany (if (cnt=”DEU”)). To facilitate the iterative process, the final weight,  
W_FSTUWT, is recoded with the same replicate root, i.e. W_FSTR. The number 0 is added after this 
root to avoid any possible confusion with the 80 replicates. 
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As these iterative computations might be CPU consuming, it is advised to reduce the size of the 
input database by selecting the variables requested to perform a set of analyses. This can be easily 
done by the KEEP statement. In the example: 

• The three international identification variables are kept, i.e. 

− CNT for the alphanumerical country code;

− SCHOOLID for the alphanumerical school code; and

− STIDSTD for the alphanumerical student code.

• The socio-economic index, denoted HISEI;

• The 81 final and replicate weights; and

• A few other variables that will be used later in this chapter.

The next six lines call the macro. Six pieces of information need to be provided:

• The input data file (INFILE=temp);

• The root of the final and replicate weights (REPLI_ROOT=w_fstr);

• One or several breakdown variables (BYVAR=cnt);

• The variable on which an estimate and its respective standard error will be computed 
(VAR=hisei);

• The requested statistic (STAT=mean); and

• The output data file in which the estimates and their respective standard errors will be stored 
(OUTFILE=exerciseA).

From the temporary input data file denoted ‘temp’, this macro will compute per country the mean 
of HISEI and its standard error by using the 81 final and replicate weights denoted W_FSTR0 to 
W_FSTR80. The results will be stored in a file that will be labeled ‘exercise1’. This macro will return 
exactly the same values for the mean estimate and its respective standard error as the ones obtained 
through Table 6.1 and Table 6.2.

The structure of the output data file is presented in Table 6.3.

Table 6.3 • Structure of the output data file exerciseA

CNT STAT SESTAT

DEU 49.33 0.42

If the data set had not been reduced to the data for Germany, then the number of rows in the output 
data file would be equal to the number of countries in the database.

There are a few restrictions as well as a few options with this macro:

• Only one input data file can be specified;

• The final and the replicate weights need to have the same root. The final weight will be assigned 
the number 0 while the 80 replicates, as already defined in the data set will range from 1 to 80;

• Several breakdown variables can be specified. For instance, if results per gender are needed, then 
the breakdown variables will be CNT and ST03Q01 (BYVAR=cnt st03q01); 

• Only one numerical variable can be specified in the VAR statement;
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• Only one statistic can be specified. The available statistics are presented in Table 6.4; and
•  Only one output data file can be specified.

Table 6.4 • Available statistics with the PROCMEANS_NOPV macroa

Statistics available Meaning
SUMWGT Sum of the weight
MEAN Mean
VAR Variance
STD Standard deviation
CV Coefficient of variation
MEDIAN Median
Q1 First quartile
Q3 Third quartile
QRANGE Range between Q1 and Q3
Px Percentile, with x between 1 and 99

Box 6.3 • SAS® syntax for the computation of the standard deviation of HISEI  
and its respective standard error per gender

/*Selecting only non missing data is optional*/
data temp;
 set temp;
 if (not missing (st03Q01));
run;

%BRR_PROCMEAN(INFILE=temp,
    REPLI_ROOT=w_fstr,
    BYVAR=cnt ST03Q01,
    VAR=hisei,
    STAT=std,
    OUTFILE=exerciseB);
run;

Table 6.5 • Structure of the output data file exerciseB

CNT ST03Q01 STAT SESTAT
DEU 1 16.12 0.29
DEU 2 16.34 0.23

THE STANDARD ERROR ON PERCENTAGES

For variables such as gender, the statistic of interest is usually the percentage per category. The 
procedure for estimating the standard error is identical to the procedure used for the estimation of 
the standard error on a mean or a standard deviation, i.e. per category of the variable, 81 percentages 
have to be computed.

a. Some other statistics are also available through the Proc Means procedure in SAS®, such as the minimum, the maximum, 
the range, the number of observations, and so on. Nevertheless, they are not included in the table, either because it does 
not make sense to apply these statistics on the PISA data, or because Fay’s method cannot be applied on these statistics. 
For instance, as no weights are set to 0 in any replicates, the minimum or maximum value for a particular variable will 
always be the same. Therefore, the macro will return the value of 0, which is meaningless.

Box 6.3 presents the syntax for the computation of the standard deviation per gender and Table 6.5 
the structure of the output data base.
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Box 6.4 presents the SAS® syntax for running the macro that will compute the percentages and their 
respective standard errors for each category of the gender variable. The structure of the output data 
file is presented in Table 6.6.

Box 6.4 • SAS® syntax for the computation of percentages  
and their respective standard error for gender

%include “c:\pisa2003\prg\macro_freq_nopv.sas”;

%BRR_FREQ(INFILE=temp,
     REPLI_ROOT=w_fstr,
     BYVAR=cnt,
     VAR=ST03Q01,
     OUTFILE=exerciseC);
run;

Table  6.6 • Structure of the output data file exerciseC

CNT ST03Q01 STAT SESTAT

DEU 1 49.66 1.04

DEU 2 50.34 1.04

Table 6.7 presents the estimates of the percentage of girls for the 81 weights and the squared 
differences. The percentage of girls that will be reported is equal to 49.66, i.e. the percentage 
obtained with the final student weight.

As previously, there are three major steps for the computation of the standard error:

1. Each replicate estimate will be compared with the final estimate 49.66 and the difference will be 
squared. Mathematically, it corresponds to . For the first replicate, it will be equal to: 
(49.82 – 49.66)2 = 0.0256.

2. The sum of the squared differences is computed, and then divided by 20. Mathematically, it

 corresponds to 1/20. . In the example, the sum is equal to:  

(0.0252 + 0.1044 +… + 0.3610 + 0.1313) = 21.4412 

 The sum divided by 20 is therefore equal to .  This value represents the 

sampling variance on the percentage estimate of girls.

3. The standard error is equal to the square root of the sampling variance, i.e.
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The same process can be used for the percentage of boys. It should be noted that the standard error for 
boys is equal to the one for girls. Indeed, it can be mathematically shown that the standard error on  
is equal to the standard error on 1–  i.e. . Nevertheless, if missing data for gender are 
kept in the data file, the standard error on the percentage of boys can slightly differ from the standard 
error on the percentage of girls.

Table 6.7 • Percentage of girls for the final and replicate weights and squared differences

Weight
%

 Estimate
Squared 

difference
Weight

%
Estimate

Squared 
difference

Final weight 49.66

Replicate 1
Replicate 2
Replicate 3
Replicate 4
Replicate 5
Replicate 6
Replicate 7
Replicate 8
Replicate 9
Replicate 10
Replicate 11
Replicate 12
Replicate 13
Replicate 14
Replicate 15
Replicate 16
Replicate 17
Replicate 18
Replicate 19
Replicate 20
Replicate 21
Replicate 22
Replicate 23
Replicate 24
Replicate 25
Replicate 26
Replicate 27
Replicate 28
Replicate 29
Replicate 30
Replicate 31
Replicate 32
Replicate 33
Replicate 34
Replicate 35
Replicate 36
Replicate 37
Replicate 38
Replicate 39
Replicate 40

49.82
49.98
49.44
49.32
49.39
49.06
48.59
48.85
49.06
49.72
50.05
49.31
49.29
49.47
49.90
50.82
49.11
49.51
49.79
50.75
50.24
49.79
49.87
49.37
49.50
49.82
49.92
49.55
50.22
49.16
50.51
49.98
50.67
49.29
48.96
49.98
50.23
48.25
49.56
49.66

0.03
0.10
0.05
0.11
0.07
0.36
1.14
0.66
0.36
0.00
0.15
0.13
0.13
0.04
0.06
1.35
0.30
0.02
0.02
1.18
0.33
0.02
0.04
0.08
0.02
0.02
0.07
0.01
0.31
0.25
0.73
0.10
1.02
0.13
0.49
0.10
0.33
1.99
0.01
0.00

Replicate 41
Replicate 42
Replicate 43
Replicate 44
Replicate 45
Replicate 46
Replicate 47
Replicate 48
Replicate 49
Replicate 50
Replicate 51
Replicate 52
Replicate 53
Replicate 54
Replicate 55
Replicate 56
Replicate 57
Replicate 58
Replicate 59
Replicate 60
Replicate 61
Replicate 62
Replicate 63
Replicate 64
Replicate 65
Replicate 66
Replicate 67
Replicate 68
Replicate 69
Replicate 70
Replicate 71
Replicate 72
Replicate 73
Replicate 74
Replicate 75
Replicate 76
Replicate 77
Replicate 78
Replicate 79
Replicate 80

50.00
49.95
49.70
50.59
49.07
48.82
49.88
49.14
49.53
49.81
49.87
49.82
49.42
48.99
50.07
50.68
50.34
49.54
48.75
50.14
49.45
49.46
50.11
49.64
49.72
50.79
49.73
49.96
50.31
49.17
50.10
49.93
49.55
49.42
49.60
49.45
49.80
49.91
49.06
50.02

0.11
0.09
0.00
0.87
0.35
0.71
0.05
0.27
0.02
0.02
0.04
0.02
0.06
0.45
0.17
1.04
0.46
0.02
0.83
0.23
0.05
0.04
0.20
0.00
0.00
1.27
0.00
0.09
0.42
0.24
0.19
0.07
0.01
0.06
0.00
0.05
0.02
0.07
0.36
0.13

Sum of squared differences 21.44
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Just as for the macro for numerical variables, more than one breakdown variable can be used. In 
PISA 2003, the first question in the student questionnaire provides the students’ grade. German  
15-year-olds are distributed from grade 7 to grade 11.

Box 6.5 presents the SAS® syntax and Table 6.8 presents the distribution of students per grade 
and per gender. The percentages within the ‘VAR’ group variable add up to 100 per cent. In this 
example, the percentages of pupils in grades 7 to 11 within gender and country add up to 100 per 
cent. If ‘BYVAR=CNT’ and ‘VAR=ST03Q01 ST01Q01’ the sum of the percentages of all ten groups 
within the country will be 100 per cent.

Box 6.5 • SAS® syntax for the computation of percentages of grade per gender

/*Selecting only non missing data is optional*/
data temp1;
 set temp;
 if (not missing (st01Q01));
run;

%BRR_FREQ(INFILE=temp1,
    REPLI_ROOT=w_fstr,
    BYVAR=cnt st03q01,
    VAR= st01q01,
    OUTFILE=exerciseD);
run;

Table 6.8 • Structure of the output data file exerciseD

CNT ST03Q01 ST01Q01 STAT SESTAT
DEU 1 7 1.15 0.26
DEU 1 8 13.09 0.83
DEU 1 9 59.33 1.00
DEU 1 10 26.28 1.08
DEU 1 11 0.17 0.08
DEU 2 7 2.28 0.45
DEU 2 8 16.92 1.04
DEU 2 9 60.32 1.06
DEU 2 10 20.41 0.79
DEU 2 11 0.08 0.05

As shown in Table 6.8, more boys tend to be in lower grades than girls and more girls tend to be in 
upper grades in Germany. 

THE STANDARD ERROR ON REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS 

For any requested statistic, the computation of the estimate and its standard error will follow exactly 
the same procedure as the ones described for the mean of HISEI and for the percentage of girls. The 
remainder of this chapter will explain the use of two other SAS® macros developed for analyzing 
PISA data. 

The first macro is for simple linear regression analyses. Besides the four arguments common to all SAS® 
macros described in this manual, i.e. (i) INFILE=, (ii) REPLI_ROOT=, (iii) BYVAR=, (iv) OUTFILE=, 
two arguments need to be specified: the dependent variable and the independent variables. Only one 
dependent variable can be specified, whereas several independent variables can be specified. 
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Box 6.6 provides the syntax for running the simple linear regression macro. In this example, the 
dependent variable is the socio-economic index derived from the expected student job at the age 
of 30 (BSMJ) and the independent variables are the family socio-economic index (HISEI) and the 
student gender after recoding (GENDER). 

Box 6.6 • SAS® syntax for the regression analyses (1)

data temp;
 set temp;
 if (st03q01=1) then gender=1;
 if (st03q01=2) then gender=0;
run;

%include “c:\pisa2003\prg\macro_reg_nopv.sas”;

%BRR_REG( INFILE=temp,
     REPLI_ROOT=w_fstr,
     VARDEP=bsmj,
          EXPLICA=hisei gender,
     BYVAR=cnt,
     OUTFILE=exerciseE);
run;

After a recoding of the gender variable into a dichotomous 0-1 variable, the macro is defined by the 
“%include” statement. 

Table 6.9 presents the structure of the output data file of the regression analysis.

Table 6.9 • Structure of the output data file exerciseE

CNT CLASS STAT SESTAT
DEU Intercept 32.90 1.29
DEU Hisei 0.37 0.03
DEU gender 2.07 0.62

There are two ways to determine whether the regression coefficients are significantly different 
from 0. The first method consists of building a confidence interval around the estimated regression 
coefficient. The confidence interval for the GENDER regression coefficient on BSMJ can be 
computed for a value of  equal to 0.05 as:

[2.07 – (1.96*0.62);2.07 + (1.96*0.62)] = [0.85;3.29]

As the value 0 is not included in this confidence interval, the regression coefficient is significantly 
different from 0. As the value 0 was assigned to the boys and the value 1 to the girls, it means that 
on average, girls have significantly higher job expectations.

Another way to test the null hypothesis of the regression coefficient consists of dividing the regression 
coefficient by its standard error. This procedure will standardize the regression coefficient. It also 
means that the sampling distribution of the standardized regression coefficient, under the null 
hypothesis, has an expected mean of 0 and a standard deviation of 1. Therefore, if the ratio of 
the regression coefficient to its standard error is lower than -1.96 or higher than 1.96, it will be 
considered as significantly different from 0.
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It should be mentioned that exerciseF will provide different results from exerciseE. In exerciseE, 
GENDER is considered as an explanatory variable. With exerciseF, GENDER is used as a breakdown 
variable. In the second model, there is only one explanatory variable, i.e. HISEI.

Box 6.7 • SAS® syntax for the regression analyses (2)

%BRR_REG(INFILE=temp,
    REPLI_ROOT=w_fstr,
    VARDEP=bsmj,
          EXPLICA=hisei,
    BYVAR=cnt gender,
    OUTFILE=exerciseF);
run;

Table 6.10 presents the structure of the output data file for the second model.

Table 6.10 • Structure of the output data file exerciseF

CNT GENDER CLASS STAT SESTAT

DEU 0 Intercept 32.54 1.44

DEU 0 Hisei 0.37 0.03

DEU 1 Intercept 35.33 1.66

DEU 1 Hisei 0.36 0.03

THE STANDARD ERROR ON CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS 

Box 6.8 and Table 6.11 present, respectively, the SAS® syntax and the structure of the output data file 
for the macro devoted to the computation of a correlation between two and only two variables.

Box 6.8 • SAS® syntax for the correlation macro

%include “c:\pisa2003\prg\macro_corr_nopv.sas”;

%BRR_CORR(INFILE=temp,
    REPLI_ROOT=w_fstr,
    BYVAR=cnt,
    VAR1=hisei,
    VAR2=bsmj, 
    OUTFILE=exerciseG);
Run;

 Table 6.11 • Structure of the output data file exerciseG

CNT STAT SESTAT

DEU 0.34 0.02
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CONCLUSIONS 

This chapter described the computation of the standard error by using the 80 replicates. For any 
given statistic, the procedure is the same.

Further, by using examples, the SAS® syntax for running the SAS® macros, developed to facilitate 
the computation of the standard errors, has been provided.

However, none of the macros described in this chapter can be used if plausible values are included 
in the analyses. Chapter 7 will describe how to proceed with such variables.
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INTRODUCTION

Mathematics was the major domain in PISA 2003, while reading, science and problem solving were 
minor domains. One scale was created for each minor domain, while five scales were generated for 
the mathematics assessment: a mathematics scale and four subscales (space and shape, change and 
relationships, quantity and uncertainty).

As described in Chapter 5, these cognitive data were scaled with the Rasch model and the performance 
of students was denoted with plausible values. For each scale and subscale, five plausible values 
per student were included in the international data bases. This chapter describes how to perform 
analyses with plausible values (PVs).

Since PVs were mainly used for reporting student performance on the cognitive test, this chapter is 
only useful when conducting analyses on achievement data and their relationships with student or 
school characteristics.

UNIVARIATE STATISTICS ON PLAUSIBLE VALUES 

The computation of a statistic with plausible values will always consist of six steps, regardless of the 
required statistic:

1. The required statistic and its respective standard error have to be computed for each plausible value. 
In  Chapter 6, it was mentioned that 81 estimates were necessary to get the final estimate and its 
standard error. Therefore, any analysis that involves five plausible values will require 405 estimates. If 
a mean needs to be estimated, then 405 means will be calculated. The means estimated with the final 
weight are denoted  and . From the 80 replicates applied on each of the five plau-
sible values, five sampling variances are estimated, denoted respectively 
and . These five mean estimates and their respective sampling variances are given in Table 7.1.

2. The final mean estimate is equal to the average of the five mean estimates, i.e.

 

3. The final sampling variance is equal to the average of the five sampling variances, i.e.

4. The imputation variance, also denoted measurement error variance, is computed as 

. Indeed, as PISA returns five plausible values per scale, then

. This formula is similar to the one used for the

 estimation of a population variance, except that in this particular case, observations are not 
compared with the population mean, but each PV mean is compared with the final mean estimate.

5. The sampling variance and the imputation variance are combined to obtain the final error  
variance as  . 

 
Indeed, 

6. The standard error is equal to the square root of the error variance.
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Table 7.1 • The 405 mean estimates

Weight PV1 PV2 PV3 PV4 PV5

Final 1 2 3 4 5

Replicate 1
1_1 2_1 3_1 4_1 5_1

Replicate 2
1_2 2_2 3_2 4_2 5_2

Replicate 3 1_3 2_3 3_3 4_3 5_3

………. ………. ………. ………. ………. ……….

………. ………. ………. ………. ………. ……….

Replicate 80 1_80 2_80 3_80 4_80 5_80

Sampling 
variance

The mean estimate on the mathematics scale and its respective standard error for the PISA 2003 
German data can be computed. The macro described in Chapter 6 and labeled PROCMEANS_
NOPV can be sequentially used five times and the results can be combined in an Microsoft® Excel® 
spreadsheet. Table 7.2 presents the different PV means and their respective sampling variances, as 
well as the mean estimates on the first and last replicates.

Table 7.2 • Mean estimates and their respective sampling variances  
on the mathematics scale for Germany

Weight PV1 PV2 PV3 PV4 PV5

Final 503.08 503.10 502.72 503.03 503.00

Replicate 1 503.58 504.16 503.43 503.96 503.94

………. ………. ………. ………. ………. ……….

Replicate 80 503.18 503.62 503.46 503.30 503.83

Sampling 
variance (3.34)2 (3.27)2 (3.36)2 (3.28)2 (3.32)2

Box 7.1 presents the SAS® syntax for running sequentially the PROCMEANS_NOPV macro 
described in Chapter 6.

The final mean estimate for Germany on the combined reading scale is equal to:

, i.e.
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The final sampling variance on the mean estimate for the combined reading literacy scale is equal 
to:

, i.e.

The imputation variance is equal to:

, i.e.

The final error variance is equal to:

,i.e.

The final standard error is therefore equal to:

Box 7.1 • SAS® syntax for computing the mean on the mathematics scale

libname PISA2003  “c:\pisa2003\data\”;
options nofmterr notes;
run;

data temp;
 set pisa2003.stud;
 if (cnt=“DEU”) ;
 w_fstr0=w_fstuwt;
 if (st03q01=1) then gender=1;
 if (st03q01=2) then gender=0;
 keep cnt schoolid stidstd w_fstr0-w_fstr80 
      pv1math pv2math pv3math pv4math pv5math
      st03q01 gender hisei bsmj;
run;

%include “c:\pisa2003\prg\macro_procmeans_nopv.sas”;

%BRR_PROCMEAN(INFILE=temp,
    REPLI_ROOT=w_fstr,
    BYVAR=cnt,
    VAR=pv1math,
    STAT=mean,
    OUTFILE=exercise1);
run;
%BRR_PROCMEAN(INFILE=temp,
    REPLI_ROOT=w_fstr,
    BYVAR=cnt,
    VAR=pv2math,
    STAT=mean,
    OUTFILE=exercise2); …
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run;
%BRR_PROCMEAN(INFILE=temp,
    REPLI_ROOT=w_fstr,
    BYVAR=cnt,
    VAR=pv3math,
    STAT=mean,
    OUTFILE=exercise3);
run;
%BRR_PROCMEAN(INFILE=temp,
    REPLI_ROOT=w_fstr,
    BYVAR=cnt,
    VAR=pv4math,
    STAT=mean,
    OUTFILE=exercise4);
run;
%BRR_PROCMEAN(INFILE=temp,
    REPLI_ROOT=w_fstr,
    BYVAR=cnt,
    VAR=pv5math,
    STAT=mean,
    OUTFILE=exercise5);
run;

Running sequentially the PROCMEANS_NOPV macro five times and combining the results can be 
avoided: a SAS® macro has been developed for dealing with PVs. This macro also computes:

• The five mean estimates; 
• The five sampling variances; 
• The imputation variance; and 
• The final standard error by combining the final sampling variance and the imputation variance.

Box 7.2 • SAS® syntax for computing the mean and its standard error on plausible values

data temp1;
 set pisa2003.stud;
 if (cnt=“DEU”) ;
 w_fstr0=w_fstuwt;
 mcomb1=pv1math;
 mcomb2=pv2math;
 mcomb3=pv3math;
 mcomb4=pv4math;
 mcomb5=pv5math;
 if (st03q01=1) then gender=1;
 if (st03q01=2) then gender=0;
 keep cnt schoolid stidstd w_fstr0-w_fstr80 
      mcomb1-mcomb5
      st03q01 gender hisei bsmj;
run;

%include “c:\pisa2003\prg\macro_procmeans.sas”;

%BRR_PROCMEAN_PV(INFILE=temp1,
       REPLI_ROOT=w_fstr,
       BYVAR=cnt,
       PV_ROOT=mcomb,
       STAT=mean,
       OUTFILE=exercise6);
run;
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Besides the four arguments common to all SAS® macros described in this manual, i.e.(i) INFILE=, 
(ii) REPLI_ROOT=, (iii) BYVAR=, (iv) OUTFILE=, two additional ones need to be defined:

• The root of the variable names for the five plausible values. In the PISA database, PV names are 
usually PV1READ, PV2READ,…, PV1MATH, PV2MATH,… These variable names cannot be 
used directly by the macro, as it will automatically add the numbers 1 to 5 at the end of the 
root variable name. Therefore, in the “data” statement, new variables are created to fit the macro 
requirements. When calling the macro, the argument PV_ROOT will be equal to MCOMB.

• The STAT argument to specify the requested statistics. Available statistics have been described in 
Chapter 6.

The structure of the output data file exercise6 is presented in Table 7.3.

Table 7.3 • Structure of the output data file exercise6

CNT STAT SESTAT
DEU 502.99 3.32

Similar to the SAS® macros described in the previous chapter, more than one breakdown variable 
can be used. For instance, if one wants to determine whether the dispersion of the mathematics 
performance is larger for girls than for the boys, the macro PROCMEANS can be used as follows:

Box 7.3 • SAS® syntax for computing the standard deviation and its standard error  
on plausible values per gender

/*Selecting only non missing data is optional*/
data temp2;
 set temp1;
 if (not missing (st03Q01));
run;

%BRR_PROCMEAN_PV(INFILE=temp2,
       REPLI_ROOT=w_fstr,
       BYVAR=cnt st03q01,
       PV_ROOT=mcomb,
       STAT=std,
       OUTFILE=exercise7);
run;

The structure of the output data file is presented inTable 7.4.

Table 7.4 • Structure of the output data file exercise7

CNT ST03Q01 STAT SESTAT
DEU 1 99.29 2.05
DEU 2 105.05 2.54

According to Table 7.4, the standard deviation (‘STAT’) is not larger for boys than for girls. 
Unfortunately, as will be explained in Chapter 10, these two standard errors (‘SESTAT’) cannot 
be used to test the equality of the two standard deviation coefficients, since the standard deviation 
estimates for boys and girls may be correlated.
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THE STANDARD ERROR ON PERCENTAGES WITH PLAUSIBLE VALUES

The second macro, first presented in Chapter 6, was developed for the computation of percentages 
and their respective standard errors. Chapter 8 will deal with the applying of this macro to 
plausible values: an entire chapter needs to be devoted to this type of analyses because of the issues 
involved.

THE STANDARD ERROR ON REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS WITH PLAUSIBLE VALUES

Suppose that the statistical effect of gender and student socio-economic background on the 
performance in mathematics needs to be estimated. Just like estimating a mean, this question can be 
solved by sequentially applying five times the macro REG_NOPV described in  Chapter 6. 

Box 7.4 presents the SAS® syntax for such an approach.

Box 7.4 • SAS® syntax for computing regression coefficients and their standard 
errors on plausible values

%BRR_REG(INFILE=temp,
    REPLI_ROOT=w_fstr,
    VARDEP=pv1math,
         EXPLICA=hisei gender,
    BYVAR=cnt,
    OUTFILE=exercise8);
run;
%BRR_REG(INFILE=temp,
    REPLI_ROOT=w_fstr,
    VARDEP=pv2math,
         EXPLICA=hisei gender,
    BYVAR=cnt,
    OUTFILE=exercise9);
run;
%BRR_REG(INFILE=temp,
    REPLI_ROOT=w_fstr,
    VARDEP=pv3math,
         EXPLICA=hisei gender,
    BYVAR=cnt,
    OUTFILE=exercise10);
run;
%BRR_REG(INFILE=temp,
    REPLI_ROOT=w_fstr,
    VARDEP=pv4math,
         EXPLICA=hisei gender,
    BYVAR=cnt,
    OUTFILE=exercise11);
run;
%BRR_REG(INFILE=temp,
    REPLI_ROOT=w_fstr,
    VARDEP=pv5math,
         EXPLICA=hisei gender,
    BYVAR=cnt,
    OUTFILE=exercise12);
run;
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Just like the computation of a mean and its standard error, the computation of regression coefficients 
and their respective standard errors will consist of six steps:

1. For each plausible value and for each explanatory variable, computation of regression coefficients 
with the final and the 80 replicate weights. 405 regression coefficients per explanatory variable will 
be computed. The SAS® macro REG_NOPV applied sequentially five times will return, per explan-
atory variable, five estimates, denoted  ,…,  and five standard errors, denoted ,…, . 
Table 7.5 gives the mathematical expression for these 405 estimates and Table 7.6 gives some of the 
values for the 405 regression coefficients obtained on the German data for the HISEI variable.

2. The final regression coefficient estimate is equal to , i.e. for HISEI  

3. The final sampling variance estimate is equal to:

 ), i.e. for HISEI 

 

4. The imputation variance is equal to , i.e. for HISEI 

 

 

5. The final error variance is equal to ), i.e. for HISEI

 

6. The final standard error is equal to  

As 2.30 divided by 0.117 is about 19.66, the regression coefficient for HISEI is significantly different 
from 0.

Table 7.5 • The 405 regression coefficient estimates

Weight PV1 PV2 PV3 PV4 PV5

Final
1 2 3 4 5

Replicate 1 1_1 2_1 3_1 4_1 5_1

Replicate 2 1_2 2_2 3_2 4_2 5_2

Replicate 3 1_3 2_3 3_3 4_3 5_3

………. ………. ………. ………. ………. ……….

………. ………. ………. ………. ………. ……….

Replicate 80 1_80 2_80 3_80 4_80 5_80

Sampling 
variance
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Table 7.6 • HISEI regression coefficient estimates and their respective sampling variance  
on the mathematics scale for Germany after controlling for gender

Weight PV1 PV2 PV3 PV4 PV5

Final 2.30 2.27 2.26 2.31 2.34

Replicate 1 2.31 2.30 2.31 2.33 2.35

………. ………. ………. ………. ………. ……….

Replicate 80 2.24 2.21 2.21 2.23 2.27

Sampling 
variance (0.11)2 (0.11)2 (0.11)2 (0.11)2 (0.11)2

A SAS® macro has also been developed for regression analyses with plausible values as dependent 
variables. The SAS® syntax is presented in Box 7.5.

Box 7.5 • SAS® syntax for running the simple linear regression macro with PVs

%include “c:\pisa2003\prg\macro_reg.sas”;

%BRR_REG_PV(INFILE=temp1,
  REPLI_ROOT=w_fstr,
  BYVAR=cnt,
  PV_ROOT=mcomb,
  EXPLICA=hisei gender,
  OUTFILE=exercise13);
run;

Besides the four arguments common to all macros, the root of the plausible value variable names 
has to be specified as well as the list of independent variables. The structure of the output data file 
is presented in Table 7.7.

 Table 7.7 • Structure of the output data file exercise13

CNT CLASS STAT SESTAT

DEU Intercept 409.20 7.22

DEU Hisei 2.30 0.117

DEU gender -13.83 3.56

A quick overview of these results shows that all regression parameters are significantly different 
from 0.

THE STANDARD ERROR ON CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS WITH PLAUSIBLE VALUES 

A SAS® macro has also been developed for computing the correlation between a set of plausible 
values and another variable. The SAS® syntax for running this macro is presented in Box 7.6 and the 
structure of the output data file is presented in Table 7.8.
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Table 7.8 • Structure of the output data file exercise14

CNT STAT SESTAT

DEU 0.39 0.02

CORRELATION BETWEEN TWO SETS OF PLAUSIBLE VALUES

Some researchers may be interested in the correlation between the different PISA domains and 
sub-domains. For instance, some might want to compute the correlation between the reading sub-
domains or between the mathematics sub-domains, or between reading and mathematics using the 
PISA 2000 and PISA 2003 databases.

As described in the PISA 2003 Technical Report (OECD, forthcoming), the PISA assessment used 
incomplete assessment designs, i.e. students have to answer a subset of the item battery. Further, 
while all students were assessed in the major domain, only a subset of students was assessed in minor 
domains.

PISA 2000 only included PVs for students for a minor domain if they answered questions for that 
minor domain. Therefore, using the PISA 2000 database to compute the correlation between reading 
and mathematics, for example, would require working on a subset of students.1 

To facilitate secondary analyses, PISA 2003 returned PVs for all domains and for all students, 
regardless of whether they were actually assessed or not. Ignoring the assessment status is possible, 
because the cognitive data in PISA are scaled according to multi dimensional models. 

Since this is easier to illustrate graphically, suppose that only two domains were assessed, more 
specifically mathematics/quantity and mathematics/space and shape. If the mathematics/quantity 
and mathematics/space and shape materials were scaled independently, the correlation between the 
two sub-domains would be largely underestimated. In order to avoid this problem, both materials 
are scaled together. The model will build a two-dimensional posterior distribution, instead of two 
one-dimensional posterior distributions as described in  Chapter 5. Figure 7.1 graphically presents 
a two-dimensional normal distribution. 

To correctly describe such distributions, two means, two variances, and one correlation are needed. 
If the correlation is equal to 0, then the two axes will be orthogonal. As the absolute value of the 
correlation starts to increase, the angle formed by the two axes becomes less than 90 degrees.2 

Box 7.6 • SAS® syntax for running the correlation macro with PVs

%include “c:\pisa2003\prg\macro_corr.sas”;

%BRR_CORR_PV(INFILE=temp1,
   REPLI_ROOT=w_fstr,
   BYVAR=cnt,
   EXPLICA=hisei,
   PV_ROOT=mcomb,   
   OUTFILE=exercise14);
run;
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Two axes perfectly overlapping would represent a correlation of 1.0 (or -1.0). These different cases 
are illustrated in Figure 7.2.

Figure 7.1 • A two-dimensional distribution
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With a two-dimensional model, the first plausible value for mathematics/quantity will be drawn 
at the same time as the first plausible value for mathematics/space and shape. Per student, this will 
consist of randomly drawing one dot in the scatter plot. The values of the two plausible values will 
be the coordinates of the dot on the two axes. The same procedure is applied for the second, third, 
fourth and fifth PVs.

As the PISA domains and sub-domains highly correlate, as shown by the graph on the far right 
in Figure 7.2, it is very unlikely for a student to get a high score for the first plausible value in 
mathematics/quantity (PV1MATH4) and a low score for the first plausible value in mathematics/
space and shape (PV1MATH1). If plausible values were drawn independently for these two 
mathematics sub-domains, such a case would be possible and therefore the correlation would be 
underestimated. 

Since each draw is independent, to calculate the correlation between the two domains, the correlation 
between each set of plausible values below needs to be computed:

Figure 7.2 • Axes for two-dimensional normal distributions

Source: Dagnelie, P. (1988), Statistique theorique et appliquée, 
De Boek et Lavcier s.a., Paris and Brussels.
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• PV1MATH1 and PV1MATH4;

• PV2MATH1 and PV2MATH4;

• PV3MATH1 and PV3MATH4;

• PV4MATH1 and PV4MATH4; and

• PV5MATH1 and PV5 MATH4.

Table 7.9 presents the 25 correlation coefficients between the five plausible values in mathematics/
quantity and mathematics/space and shape, respectively, for Germany in PISA 2003.

 Table 7.9 • Correlation between the five plausible values for each domain,  
mathematics/quantity and mathematics/space and shape

PV1MATH1 PV2MATH1 PV3MATH1 PV4MATH1 PV5MATH1
PV1MATH4 0.90 0.83 0.84 0.84 0.83
PV2MATH4 0.83 0.90 0.84 0.84 0.83
PV3MATH4 0.84 0.83 0.90 0.84 0.83
PV4MATH4 0.83 0.83 0.84 0.90 0.83
PV5MATH4 0.83 0.83 0.84 0.84 0.90

As shown in Table 7.9, the correlation coefficients on the diagonal of the square matrix are 
substantially higher than the other correlation coefficients. Therefore, the final correlation estimate 
between these two mathematics sub-domains will be the average of the five correlation coefficients 
on the diagonal.

The standard error on this correlation estimate can be easily obtained by applying five times sequentially 
the SAS® macro CORR_NOPV described in Chapter 6. The SAS® syntax is given in Box 7.7.

Box 7.7 • SAS® syntax for the computation of the correlation between  
mathematics/quantity and mathematics/space and shape

…

data temp;
 set pisa2003.stud;
 if (cnt=“DEU”) ;
 w_fstr0=w_fstuwt;
 keep  cnt schoolid stidstd w_fstr0-w_fstr80 
   pv1math1 pv2math1 pv3math1 pv4math1 pv5math1
   pv1math4 pv2math4 pv3math4 pv4math4 pv5math4;
run;
%include “c:\pisa2003\prg\macro_corr_nopv.sas”;

%BRR_CORR(INFILE=temp,
    REPLI_ROOT=w_fstr,
    BYVAR=cnt,
    VAR1=pv1math1,
    VAR2=pv1math4,   
    OUTFILE=exercise15);
run;
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Table 7.10 • The five correlation estimates between mathematics/quantity and 
mathematics/space and shape and their respective sampling variances

PV1 PV2 PV3 PV4 PV5
Correlation 0.8953 0.8964 0.8996 0.8978 0.8958

Sampling 
variance (0.0040)2 (0.0033)2 (0.0034)2 (0.0037)2 (0.0038)2

The final correlation estimate is equal to:

, i.e.

The final sampling variance is equal to:

, i.e.

%BRR_CORR(INFILE=temp,
    REPLI_ROOT=w_fstr,
    BYVAR=cnt,
    VAR1=pv2math1,
    VAR2=pv2math4,   
    OUTFILE=exercise16);
run;
%BRR_CORR(INFILE=temp,
    REPLI_ROOT=w_fstr,
    BYVAR=cnt,
    VAR1=pv3math1,
    VAR2=pv3math4,   
    OUTFILE=exercise17);
run;
%BRR_CORR(INFILE=temp,
    REPLI_ROOT=w_fstr,
    BYVAR=cnt,
    VAR1=pv4math1,
    VAR2=pv4math4,   
    OUTFILE=exercise18);
run;
%BRR_CORR(INFILE=temp,
    REPLI_ROOT=w_fstr,
    BYVAR=cnt,
    VAR1=pv5math1,
    VAR2=pv5math4,   
    OUTFILE=exercise19);
run;
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The measurement variance can be estimated as:

The final variance is equal to:

The final standard error is equal to:

The computation of the correlation between two domains or between a sub-domain and a domain 
might be problematic in some cases in the PISA data bases. PISA 2000 used two scaling models:

• A three-dimensional model with mathematics, reading and science; and

• A five-dimensional model with mathematics, reading (retrieving information, interpreting, and 
reflecting) and science.

PISA 2003 also used two scaling models:

• A four-dimensional model with mathematics, problem solving, reading and science; and

• A seven-dimensional model with mathematics/space and shape, mathematics/change and 
relationships, mathematics/uncertainty, mathematics/quantity, problem solving, reading and 
science.

The PISA databases should contain two sets of plausible values for each of the minor domains. As 
this would be too confusing, only one set was provided. Therefore, the correlation coefficients are 
underestimated.  

This can be confirmed by examining the data. In the case of a minor domain and a subscale of the 
major domain, the correlation coefficients on the diagonal do not differ from the other correlations, 
since these two sets of plausible values were generated by two different models. 

In PISA 2003, as well as in PISA 2000, the plausible values for the minor domains included in the 
databases were generated with the major domain as a combined scale. This means that:

• The correlation between a minor domain and the combined scale of the major domain can be 
computed;

• The correlation between two minor domains can be computed;

• The correlation between the sub-domains can be computed; and

• It is not possible to compute the correlation between minor domains and one of the subscales of 
the major domain.
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A FATAL ERROR SHORTCUT

 A common fatal error when analysing with plausible values involves computing the the mean of the 
five plausible values, before further analysis.

In Chapter 5, the EAP student performance estimator was described. As a reminder, the EAP 
estimator is equal to the mean of the posterior distribution. Therefore, computing at the student 
level the mean of the five plausible values is more or less equal to the EAP estimate.

In Chapter 5, the efficiency of the EAP estimator was also compared with the WLE and the PVs for 
some statistics estimations. It was indicated that the EAP estimator:

• Underestimates the standard deviation;
• Overestimates the correlation between the student performance and some background variables; 

and

• Underestimates the within-school variance.

Therefore, computing the mean of the five PVs and then computing statistics on this new score 
would bias the results just as the EAP does. Table 7.11 provides, per country, the standard deviation 
of the combined literacy scale using the correct method as described in this chapter and also the 
incorrect method of averaging the five PVs at the student level and then computing the standard 
deviation on this new score. The result of the latter is denoted as pseudo-EAP.

As shown by Table 7.11, the pseudo-EAP underestimates the standard deviation.

Table 7.11 • Standard deviations for mathematics scale using the correct method (plausible 
values) and by averaging the plausible values at the student level (pseudo-EAP)

Plausible 
values Pseudo EAP Plausible 

values Pseudo EAP

AUS 95.42 91.90 KOR 92.38 89.07
AUT 93.09 89.91 LIE 99.06 95.42
BEL 109.88 106.65 LUX 91.86 88.28
BRA 99.72 94.79 LVA 87.90 83.92
CAN 87.11 83.37 MAC 86.95 82.72
CHE 98.38 94.97 MEX 85.44 80.52
CZE 95.94 92.50 NLD 92.52 89.89
DEU 102.59 99.54 NOR 92.04 88.31
DNK 91.32 87.52 NZL 98.29 95.07
ESP 88.47 84.52 POL 90.24 86.49
FIN 83.68 79.77 PRT 87.63 83.91
FRA 91.70 88.07 RUS 92.25 87.81
GBR 92.26 89.18 SVK 93.31 89.86
GRC 93.83 89.49 SWE 94.75 91.07
HKG 100.19 96.99 THA 81.95 77.15
HUN 93.51 89.71 TUN 81.97 76.86
IDN 80.51 74.86 TUR 104.74 100.79
IRL 85.26 82.03 URY 99.68 95.21
ISL 90.36 86.55 USA 95.25 92.12
ITA 95.69 92.00 YUG 84.65 80.43
JPN 100.54 96.96
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AN UNBIASED SHORTCUT

 Table 7.1 and Table 7.5 respectively give the 405 mean and regression coefficient estimates needed 
for the computation of a mean or regression coefficient final estimate and the respective standard 
errors.

On average, analyzing one PV instead of five PVs provides unbiased population estimates as well as 
unbiased sampling variances on these estimates. It will not be possible to estimate the imputation 
variance using this method, however.

Therefore, an unbiased shortcut could consist of:

• Computing, using one of the five PVs, the statistical estimate and its sampling variance by using 
the final student weight as well as the 80 replicate weights;

• Computing the statistical estimate by using the final student weight on the four other PVs;

• Computing the final statistical estimate by averaging the plausible value statistical estimates;

• Computing the imputation variance, as previously described; and 

• Combining the imputation variance and the sampling variance, as previously described.

This unbiased shortcut is presented in Table 7.12 for the estimation of a mean and its standard error. 
This shortcut only requires the computation of 85 estimates instead of 405. The final estimate of this 
shortcut will be equal to the one obtained with the long procedure, but the standard error might 
differ slightly. 

Table 7.12 • Unbiased shortcut for a population estimate and its standard error

Weight PV1 PV2 PV3 PV4 PV5

Final
1 2 3 4 5

Replicate 1
1_1

Replicate 2
1_2

Replicate 3
1_3

………. ……….

………. ……….

Replicate 80
1_80

Sampling 
variance
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CONCLUSIONS

This chapter describes the different steps for analyzing data with plausible values. It also provides 
some SAS® macros to facilitate the computations.

Attention was also drawn to a common error that consists of computing the average of the plausible 
values at the student level and adding this value to the database to be used as the student score in 
analyses. Unlike that method, the correct method involves the averaging process always occurring 
at the latest stage, that is on the statistic that will be reported.

The particular issue of analyzing two sets of plausible values was also presented in the case of a 
correlation. The procedure that was applied can also be extended to a linear regression analysis.

Finally, an unbiased shortcut was described which is useful for time consuming procedures, such as 
multilevel procedures.

Notes

1.  For more information, see the Manual for the PISA 2000 Database (OECD, 2002b).

2.  A correlation coefficient can be expressed by the cosines of the angle formed by the two variables.
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INTRODUCTION

The values for student performance in reading, mathematics and science literacy are usually 
considered as continuous latent variables. In order to facilitate the interpretation of the scores 
assigned to students, the combined reading literacy scale and the mathematics and science scales 
were designed to have an average score of 500 points and a standard deviation of 100 across OECD 
countries in PISA 2000. This means that about two-thirds of the OECD students perform between 
400 and 600 points. 

In PISA 2003, five mathematics scales, namely, the mathematics scale, the mathematics/space and 
shape scale, the mathematics/change and relationships scale, the mathematics/quantity scale and 
the mathematics/uncertainty scale, were constructed for the first time, in order to have an average 
score among OECD countries of 500 points. However, unlike the mathematics scale, the PISA 2003 
reading and science scales were anchored to the results from PISA 2000. 

In order to improve the accessibility of the results to policy makers and educators, described 
proficiency scales were developed for the assessment domains. Since these scales are divided 
according to levels of difficulty and performance, a ranking of the student performance can be 
obtained, as well as a description of the skill associated with that proficiency level. Each successive 
level is associated with tasks of increased difficulty. 

In PISA 2000, five levels of reading proficiency were defined and reported in the PISA 2000 initial 
report Knowledge and Skills for Life: First Results from PISA 2000 (OECD, 2001). In PISA 2003, six 
levels of mathematics proficiency levels were also defined and reported in the PISA 2003 initial 
report Learning for Tomorrow’s World – First Results from PISA 2003 (OECD, 2004a).

This chapter will show how to derive the proficiency levels from the PISA databases and how to use 
them.

GENERATION OF THE PROFICIENCY LEVELS

Proficiency levels are not included in the PISA databases, but they can be derived from the plausible 
values.

In PISA 2003, the cutpoints that frame the proficiency levels in mathematics are precisely 357.77, 
420.07, 482.38, 544.68, 606.99 and 669.3.1 While some researchers might understand that different 
possible scores can be assigned to each student, understanding that different levels can be assigned to 
a single student is more difficult. Therefore, they might be tempted to compute the average of the five 
plausible values and then assign to each student a proficiency level based on this average. 

As discussed in Chapter 5 and Chapter 7, such procedure is similar to assigning to each student 
an EAP score, and the biases of such estimators are now well known. Since using EAP scores 
underestimates the standard deviation, the estimation of the percentages of students at each level of 
proficiency will consequently underestimate the percentages at the lowest and highest levels, and 
overestimate the percentages at the central levels.

As already stated, international education surveys do not intend to precisely estimate the performance 
of particular students; they aim to describe population characteristics. Therefore, particular students 
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can be allocated different proficiency levels for different plausible values. Thus, five plausible 
proficiency levels will be assigned to each student respectively according to their five plausible 
values. The SAS® syntax for the generation of the plausible proficiency levels in mathematics is 
provided in Box 8.1.

PISA 2000 provided cutpoints for proficiency levels in reading only. Therefore, proficiency levels 
can only be generated on the combined reading literacy scale and on the three subscales from the 
PISA 2000 database. 

PISA 2003 provided cutpoints for proficiency levels in mathematics. Therefore, proficiency levels 
can be generated on the mathematics scale and on the four mathematics subscales as well as on the 
combined reading literacy scale.

Box 8.1 • SAS® syntax for the generation of the proficiency levels

libname PISA2003  “c:\pisa2003\data\”;
options nofmterr notes;
run;

data temp;
 set pisa2003.stud;
 if (cnt=“DEU”);
 array math (25)
   pv1math pv2math pv3math pv4math pv5math
  pv1math1 pv2math1 pv3math1 pv4math1 pv5math1
  pv1math2 pv2math2 pv3math2 pv4math2 pv5math2
  pv1math3 pv2math3 pv3math3 pv4math3 pv5math3
  pv1math4 pv2math4 pv3math4 pv4math4 pv5math4;
 array levelmat (25)
  mlev1-mlev5
  m1lev1-m1lev5
  m2lev1-m2lev5
  m3lev1-m3lev5
  m4lev1-m4lev5;
 do i=1 to 25;
  if (math(i)<=357.77) then levelmat(i)=0;
  if (math(i)>357.77 and math(i)<=420.07) then levelmat(i)=1;
  if (math(i)>420.07 and math(i)<=482.38) then levelmat(i)=2;
  if (math(i)>482.38 and math(i)<=544.68) then levelmat(i)=3;
  if (math(i)>544.68 and math(i)<=606.99) then levelmat(i)=4;
  if (math(i)>606.99 and math(i)<=669.30) then levelmat(i)=5;
  if (math(i)>669.30) then levelmat(i)=6;
 end;
 w_fstr0=w_fstuwt;
 keep  cnt schoolid stidstd 
   w_fstr0-w_fstr80
   mlev1-mlev5
   m1lev1-m1lev5
   m2lev1-m2lev5
   m3lev1-m3lev5
   m4lev1-m4lev5
   st03q01 matheff;

run;
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The statement “array” allows the definition of a variable vector. In Box 8.1, two vectors are defined. 
The first, labelled MATH, includes the five plausible values for the mathematics scales and the four 
mathematics subscales. The second, labelled LEVELMAT, will create 25 new variables, labelled 
MLEV1 to MLEV5 for the mathematics scales, M1LEV1 to M1LEV5 to the mathematic/space 
and shape subscale, M2LEV1 to M2LEV5 for the mathematics/change and relationship subscale, 
M3LEV1 to M3LEV5 for the mathematics/uncertainty subscale and M4LEV1 to M4LEV5 for the 
mathematics/quantity subscale.

The iterative process will recode each plausible value variable into a new with seven categories 
labeled 0 to 6 for mathematics.

The computation of the percentage of students at each proficiency level and its respective standard 
error is exactly similar to the computation of a mean estimate and its standard error as described in 
Chapter 7, i.e.:

• For each plausible value, the percentage of students at each proficiency level and its respective 
standard error have to be computed. Per proficiency level, 5 percentage estimates denoted   , 

 ,   ,  and  will be obtained. Out of the 80 replicates applied on each of the 5 proficiency  
level variables, per level of proficiency, 5 sampling variances will be estimated, denoted respec-
tively

  
, 

 
,  , 

 
and  . These five percentage estimates and their respective 

sampling variances are given in Table 8.1.

• The final mean estimate is equal to the average of the 5 mean estimates, i.e.:

• The final sampling variance is equal to the average of the 5 sampling variances, i.e.:

• The imputation variance, also denoted measurement error variance is computed as:2

 

• The sampling variance and the imputation variance are combined to obtain the final error variance as

 

• The standard error is equal to the square root of the error variance.

This process is repeated for each proficiency level.

In this way 405 percentages will be estimated per proficiency level. As there are seven levels in 
mathematics, 2 835 percentages will be estimated.
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Table 8.1  • 405 percentage estimates for a particular proficiency level

Weight PV1 PV2 PV3 PV4 PV5

Final 1 2 3 4 5

Replicate 1
1_1 2_1 3_1 4_1 5_1

Replicate 2
1_2 2_2 3_2 4_2 5_2

Replicate 3
1_3 2_3 3_3 4_3 5_3

………. ………. ………. ………. ………. ……….

………. ………. ………. ………. ………. ……….

Replicate 80
1_80 2_80 3_80 4_80 5_80

Sampling 
variance

The seven proficiency levels in mathematics are:

• Below Level 1;

• Level 1;

• Level 2;

• Level 3;

• Level 4;

• Level 5; and

• Level 6.

Applying sequentially five times the FREQ_NOPV macro described in Chapter 5 will return, per 
proficiency level, five percentage estimates and five standard error estimates that can be combined 
to get the final estimate and its standard error.

Box 8.2 presents the SAS® syntax for running sequentially five times the FREQ_NOPV macro. 
Table 8.2 presents per proficiency level, the five estimates and their respective sampling variances. 

To combine the results:

• Per proficiency level, the five percentage estimates are averaged;

• Per proficiency level, the five sampling variances are averaged;

• By comparing the final estimate and the five PV estimates, the imputation variance is computed;

• The final sampling variance and the imputation variance are combined as usual to get the final 
error variance; and

• The standard error is obtained by taking the square root of the error variance.
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Table 8.2 • Estimates and sampling variances per proficiency level in mathematics for Germany

Level PV1 PV2 PV3 PV4 PV5

Below 
Level 1

9.69 9.02 9.12 9.36 8.75

(0.79)² (0.73)² (0.75)² (0.74)² (0.71)²

Level 1
11.87 12.68 12.67 12.33 12.52

(0.74)² (0.74)² (0.72)² (0.71)² (0.72)²

Level 2
18.20 18.83 19.53 18.87 19.56

(0.80)² (0.80)² (0.86)² (0.89)² (0.88)²

Level 3
23.11 22.69 22.14 22.23 22.66

(0.72)² (0.67)² (0.68)² (0.62)² (0.81)²

Level 4
21.05 20.95 20.30 20.85 19.91

(0.89)² (0.93)² (0.85)² (0.82)² (0.85)²

Level 5
11.65 11.74 12.50 12.13 12.82

(0.65)² (0.66)² (0.70)² (0.65)² (0.73)²

Level 6
4.42 4.09 3.74 4.23 3.78

(0.35)² (0.38)² (0.33)² (0.37)² (0.36)²

Box 8.2 • SAS® syntax for computing the percentages of students  
per proficiency level  in mathematics

%include “c:\pisa2003\prg\macro_freq_nopv.sas”;

%BRR_FREQ(INFILE=temp,
    REPLI_ROOT=w_fstr,
    BYVAR=cnt,
    VAR=mlev1,
    OUTFILE=exercise20);
run;
%BRR_FREQ(INFILE=temp,
    REPLI_ROOT=w_fstr,
    BYVAR=cnt,
    VAR=mlev2,
    OUTFILE=exercise21);
run;
%BRR_FREQ(INFILE=temp,
    REPLI_ROOT=w_fstr,
    BYVAR=cnt,
    VAR=mlev3,
    OUTFILE=exercise22);
run;
%BRR_FREQ(INFILE=temp,
    REPLI_ROOT=w_fstr,
    BYVAR=cnt,
    VAR=mlev4,
    OUTFILE=exercise23);
run;
%BRR_FREQ(INFILE=temp,
    REPLI_ROOT=w_fstr,
    BYVAR=cnt,
    VAR=mlev5,
    OUTFILE=exercise24);
run;
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The final results are presented in Table 8.3.

Table 8.3 • Final estimates of the percentage of students per proficiency level  
in mathematics and their respective standard errors for Germany

Proficiency level % SE

Below Level 1 9.19 0.84

Level 1 12.42 0.81

Level 2 19.00 1.05

Level 3 22.57 0.82

Level 4 20.61 1.02

Level 5 12.17 0.87

Level 6 4.05 0.48

A SAS® macro has been developed for computing the percentage of students at each proficiency 
level as well as its respective standard error in one run. Box 8.3 presents the SAS® syntax for 
running the macro and Table 8.4 presents the structure of the output data file.

Box 8.3 • SAS® syntax for computing the percentage of students per proficiency level

%include “c:\pisa2003\prg\macro_freq.sas”;

%BRR_FREQ_PV(INFILE=temp,
   REPLI_ROOT=w_fstr,
   BYVAR=cnt,
   PV_ROOT=mlev,
   OUTFILE=exercise25);

run;

This macro has five arguments. Besides the four usual arguments, the root of the proficiency level 
variable names has to be specified. For the mathematics scale, as specified in the data statement of 
Box 8.1, this will be set as MLEV.

 Table 8.4 • Structure of the output data file exercise25

CNT MLEV STAT SESTAT

DEU 0 9.19 0.84

DEU 1 12.42 0.81

DEU 2 19.00 1.05

DEU 3 22.57 0.82

DEU 4 20.61 1.02

DEU 5 12.17 0.87

DEU 6 4.05 0.48
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As before, several breakdown variables can be used. For instance, the distribution of students across 
proficiency levels per gender can be obtained as in Box 8.4.

Box 8.4 • SAS® syntax for computing the percentage of students  
per proficiency level and per gender

/*Selecting only non missing data is optional*/
data temp1;
 set temp;
 if (not missing (st03Q01));

run;

%include “c:\pisa2003\prg\macro_freq.sas”;

%BRR_FREQ_PV(INFILE=temp1,
   REPLI_ROOT=w_fstr,
   BYVAR=cnt st03q01,
   PV_ROOT=mlev,
   OUTFILE=exercise26);
run;

In this case, the sum of the percentages will be equal to 100 per country and per gender, as shown 
by Table 8.5.

Table 8.5 • Output data file for exercise26

CNT ST03Q01 MLEV STAT SESTAT
DEU 1 0 9.24 1.05
DEU 1 1 12.15 1.02
DEU 1 2 19.92 1.42
DEU 1 3 23.92 1.37
DEU 1 4 20.65 1.18
DEU 1 5 11.25 0.97
DEU 1 6 2.87 0.57
DEU 2 0 8.88 1.04
DEU 2 1 12.53 0.99
DEU 2 2 18.14 1.21
DEU 2 3 21.43 0.98
DEU 2 4 20.72 1.32
DEU 2 5 13.03 1.14
DEU 2 6 5.27 0.65

As shown by Table 8.5, the percentage of boys at Level 6 is higher than the percentage of girls at Level 6. 

The statistical significance of these differences cannot be evaluated with this procedure. More details 
on this issue will be provided in Chapter 10.

OTHER ANALYSES WITH PROFICIENCY LEVELS

One of the indices constructed in PISA 2003 is an index of mathematics self-efficacy, denoted 
MATHEFF. 

For PISA 2003, analysing the relationship between proficiency levels and mathematics self-efficacy 
is relevant, as there is probably a reciprocal relationship between these two concepts. A better self-
perception in mathematics is thought to increase the student’s proficiency in mathematics, but an 
increase in the latter might in return affect the former.
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%include “c:\pisa2003\prg\macro_procmeans_nopv.sas”;

%BRR_PROCMEAN(INFILE=temp,
     REPLI_ROOT=w_fstr,
     BYVAR=cnt mlev1,
     VAR=matheff,
     STAT=mean,
     OUTFILE=exercise27);
run;
%BRR_PROCMEAN(INFILE=temp,
     REPLI_ROOT=w_fstr,
     BYVAR=cnt mlev2,
     VAR=matheff,
     STAT=mean,
     OUTFILE=exercise28);
run;
%BRR_PROCMEAN(INFILE=temp,
     REPLI_ROOT=w_fstr,
     BYVAR=cnt mlev3,
     VAR=matheff,
     STAT=mean,
     OUTFILE=exercise29);
run;
%BRR_PROCMEAN(INFILE=temp,
     REPLI_ROOT=w_fstr,
     BYVAR=cnt mlev4,
     VAR=matheff,
     STAT=mean,
     OUTFILE=exercise30);
run;
%BRR_PROCMEAN(INFILE=temp,
     REPLI_ROOT=w_fstr,
     BYVAR=cnt mlev5,
     VAR=matheff,
     STAT=mean,
     OUTFILE=exercise31);
run;

Suppose that the statistic of interest is the average self-efficacy per proficiency level. In statistical 
terms, mathematics self-efficacy is considered as the dependent variable and the level of proficiency, 
the independent variable. There is no macro that can directly compute the mean of a continuous 
variable per proficiency level. On the other hand, the PROCMEANS_NOPV macro described 
in Chapter 6 can be applied sequentially five times and the results could be combined in an 
Microsoft® Excel® spreadsheet, for instance. This will be the case whenever proficiency levels are 
used as independent or as classification variables.

Box 8.5 presents the SAS® syntax for computing the mean of student self-efficacy per proficiency 
level. The mean estimates and their respective standard errors are presented in Table 8.6. 

Box 8.5 • SAS® macro for computing the mean of self-efficacy in mathematics  
per proficiency level
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Table 8.6 • Mean estimates and standard errors for self-efficacy in mathematics  
per proficiency level

Level PV1 PV2 PV3 PV4 PV5

Below 
Level 1

-0.68 -0.70 -0.74 -0.72 -0.77

(0.06)² (0.06)² (0.06)² (0.05)² (0.06)²

Level 1
-0.44 -0.45 -0.42 -0.43 -0.40

(0.06)² (0.05)² (0.06)² (0.04)² (0.05)²

Level 2
-0.18 -0.16 -0.17 -0.18 -0.18

(0.03)² (0.03)² (0.03)² (0.03)² (0.03)²

Level 3
0.09 0.09 0.12 0.11 0.10

(0.03)² (0.03)² (0.03)² (0.03)² (0.03)²

Level 4
0.43 0.45 0.41 0.45 0.44

(0.03)² (0.03)² (0.03)² (0.03)² (0.03)²

Level 5
0.85 0.84 0.86 0.79 0.82

(0.04)² (0.04)² (0.03)² (0.04)² (0.04)²

Level 6
1.22 1.23 1.27 1.28 1.29

(0.05)² (0.05)² (0.06)² (0.05)² (0.07)²

SAS syntax also allows embedding macros within macros. The SAS® macro presented in Box 8.6 will 
perform exactly the same computations as the SAS® syntax presented in Box 8.5.

Box 8.6 • SAS® macro for computing the mean of self-efficacy in mathematics  
per proficiency level

%include “c:\pisa2003\prg\macro_procmeans_nopv.sas”;

%MACRO repeat5();
%do m=1 %to 5;
 %BRR_PROCMEAN(INFILE=temp,
     REPLI_ROOT=w_fstr,
     BYVAR=cnt mlev&m,
     VAR=matheff,
     STAT=mean,
     OUTFILE=ex&m);
 run;
%end;
%mend repeat5;
%repeat5;
run;

To combine the results: 

• Per proficiency level, the five mean estimates are averaged;

• Per proficiency level, the five sampling variances are averaged;

• By comparing the final estimate and the five PV estimates, the imputation variance is computed;
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• The final sampling variance and the imputation variance are combined as usual to get the final 
error variance; and

• The standard error is obtained by taking the square root of the error variance.

Final results are presented in Table 8.7.

The definition of a new SAS® macro always starts with the statement “%MACRO” followed by the name 
given to the macro and ends with the statement “%mend” followed by the name of the macro.

The iteration process starts with the statement “%do i=1 %to 5” and ends with “%end”. In the 
example, the iteration process will repeat 5 times the commands included between the start and the 
end commands. It will therefore run the PROCMEAN macro five times. 

Between each of the five runs, two elements will change:

• The second breakdown variable. The first run will use MLEV1, the second MLEV2, and so on. 
This change is implemented by adding the i value to the root of the variable name MLEV; and

• The output data file. For the first run, results will be stored in the output data file ex1; for the 
second run, it will be stored in ex2 and so on.

This new macro can also be improved by adding the syntax that will combine the results from the 5 
runs to get the final estimate and its standard error, as in Box 8.7. 

%MACRO repeat5();
%do m=1 %to 5;
 %BRR_PROCMEAN(INFILE=temp,
     REPLI_ROOT=w_fstr,
     BYVAR=cnt mlev&m,
     VAR=matheff,
     STAT=mean,
     OUTFILE=ex&m);
 run;
 data ex&m;
  set ex&m;
  stat&m=stat;
  sestat&m=sestat;
  mlev=mlev&m;
  keep cnt mlev stat&m sestat&m;
 run;
%end;
data exercise32;
 merge ex1 ex2 ex3 ex4 ex5;
 by cnt mlev;
 stat=(stat1+stat2+stat3+stat4+stat5)/5;
 samp=((sestat1**2)+(sestat2**2)+(sestat3**2)+(sestat4**2)+(sestat5**
2))/5;
 mesvar=(((stat1-stat)**2)+((stat2-stat)**2)+((stat3-stat)**2)+
((stat4-stat)**2)+((stat5-stat)**2))/5;
 sestat=(samp+(1.2*mesvar))**0.5;
 keep cnt mlev stat sestat;
run;
%mend repeat5;
%repeat5;
run;

Box 8.7 • SAS® macro for computing the mean of self-efficacy in mathematics  
per proficiency level
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As the results will be stored in the five output data files with exactly the same variable names, it is 
necessary to relabel them. So the STAT variable in ex1 data file will be relabelled STAT1, SESTAT 
will be relabelled SESTAT1 and MLEV will be relabelled MLEV1. For the output data file ex2, STAT 
will be relabelled STAT2 and so on. 

Once the iteration process is completed, the output data files are merged according to the breakdown 
variables (in this particular case, by CNT) and by proficiency levels (MLEV).

Then,

• The final estimate is computed by averaging the five estimates;

• The final sampling variance is computed by averaging the five sampling variances;

• The imputation variance is computed; and

• The standard error is computed by combining the sampling variance and the imputation variance and 
taking the square root.

The structure of the output data file exercise32 is presented in Table 8.7. 

Table 8.7 shows that high self-efficacy in mathematics (STAT) is associated with higher proficiency 
level (MLEV).

CONCLUSIONS

This chapter shows how to compute the percentage of students per proficiency level. As shown, the 
algorithm is similar to the one used for other statistics.

The difficulty of conducting analyses using proficiency levels as the explanatory (independent) 
variables was also discussed. 

Table 8.7 • Structure of the output data file exercise32

CNT MLEV STAT SESTAT
DEU 0 -0.72 0.07
DEU 1 -0.43 0.06
DEU 2 -0.17 0.03
DEU 3 0.10 0.03
DEU 4 0.44 0.03
DEU 5 0.83 0.05
DEU 6 1.26 0.07

Notes

1. In PISA 2000, the cutpoints that frame the proficiency levels in reading are precisely: 334.7526, 407.4667, 
480.1807, 552.8948 and 625.6088.

2. This formula is a simplification of the general formula provided in Chapter 4. M, denoting the number of plausible 
values, has been replaced by 5.
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INTRODUCTION

The target population in PISA is 15-year-old students. This population was chosen because, at this 
age in most OECD countries, students are nearing the end of their compulsory schooling, so PISA 
should be able to give an indication of the cumulative effect of the education for the student over the 
years. There is a two-stage sampling procedure used in PISA. After the population is defined, school 
samples are selected with a probability proportional to size. Subsequently, 35 students are randomly 
selected from each school. As the target population is based on age, it is therefore possible that the 
students will come from a variety of grades.

Table 9.1 presents the distribution of 15-year-olds per country and per grade in PISA 2003.

Table 9.1 • Estimates of student percentage per grade and per country in PISA 2003a

7 8 9 10 11 12
AUS 0.01 0.14 8.34 72.26 19.21 0.05
AUT 0.30 5.07 43.18 51.45
BEL 0.33 3.69 29.64 65.49 0.85
BRA 13.70 24.82 42.89 18.08 0.51
CAN 0.57 2.47 13.74 82.04 1.17 0.00
CHE 0.75 16.90 62.77 19.40 0.18
CZE 0.15 2.82 44.67 52.36
DEU 1.70 14.99 59.94 23.25 0.12
DNK 0.07 9.10 86.96 3.83 0.05
ESP 0.03 3.18 27.03 69.73 0.02
FIN 0.26 12.43 87.31
FRA 0.20 5.37 34.86 57.29 2.23 0.05
GBR 0.02 33.81 63.56 2.61
GRC 0.22 2.09 6.55 76.13 15.01
HKG 5.12 10.75 25.70 58.36 0.08
HUN 1.08 5.00 65.13 28.76 0.02
IDN 2.40 12.68 48.78 34.51 1.57 0.07
IRL 0.02 2.78 60.87 16.68 19.65
ISL 100.00
ITA 0.18 1.38 14.20 79.95 4.28
JPN 100.00
KOR 1.57 98.33 0.10
LIE 0.61 20.37 71.26 7.75
LUX 14.85 55.79 29.25 0.10
LVA 1.09 16.76 75.96 6.08 0.13
MAC 12.30 25.88 36.82 24.66 0.34
MEX 3.62 10.95 40.76 43.69 0.93 0.04
NLD 0.14 4.44 45.61 49.32 0.47 0.02
NOR 0.62 98.68 0.69
NZL 0.06 6.79 89.38 3.74 0.02
POL 0.72 3.07 95.70 0.51
PRT 4.25 10.58 20.26 64.32 0.58
RUS 0.35 2.58 28.74 67.23 1.10
SVK 0.58 0.92 37.10 60.93 0.46
SWE 0.03 2.36 93.00 4.61
THA 0.18 1.09 44.06 53.26 1.41
TUN 15.39 21.99 25.15 34.52 2.94
TUR 0.84 4.39 3.20 52.12 39.19 0.25
URY 5.67 9.67 18.22 59.36 7.09
USA 0.28 2.40 29.71 60.63 6.98
YUG 97.60 2.40

a. The results are based on the information provided in the student tracking forms. These results are therefore not 
biased due to a differential grade participation rate. 
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In a few countries, most of the 15-year-old population tend to be in a modal grade, whereas in 
others, the 15-year-old population is spread across several grades.

The PISA target population can spread over several grades for different reasons:

• If the student does not pass a particular grade examination, he or she has to repeat the grade. For 
example in some countries there may be up to about 35 per cent of students who have already 
repeated at least one grade.

• Even if grade retention is not used, the 15-year-old population might be separated at the testing time 
into two grades. For logistical reasons, PISA testing takes place in a single calendar year. As the rec-
ommended testing window is around April (in the northern hemisphere), the PISA target population 
is defined as all students between 15 years and 3 months old and 16 years and 2 months old at the 
beginning of the testing period. If the entrance rules for compulsory education are defined in terms 
of complete calendar years, then the PISA target population will attend just one grade. 

As the 15-year-old population attends different grades in most OECD countries, the within-school 
samples can only consist of a random sample of students. Consequently, the PISA participating 
students are attending several grades and within a particular grade, are in several classes, depending 
on the school size. Largely because the PISA sample is not class based, PISA 2000 and PISA 2003 
did not collect data at the teacher level. However, PISA collects data at the school level. This chapter 
describes how and why school level data should be analysed. 

Since the PISA target population attends several grades in most countries, it would be interesting 
to compute the average performance growth between two adjacent grades, so that performance 
differences between countries could be translated into school year effect. However, this would 
certainly lead to an overestimation of the performance growth: 15-year-olds attending lower grades 
are either lower achievers or younger students, and 15-year-olds attending higher grades are either 
high achievers or older students. Therefore, comparisons of different grade sub-populations cannot 
be made with confidence. Equalizing these sub-populations by controlling the student performance 
by a set of background characteristics can be attempted, but things are really never equal.

LIMITS OF THE PISA SCHOOL SAMPLES

As mentioned earlier, the following statement is valid for both PISA and IEA studies: 

Although the student’s samples were drawn from within a sample of schools, the school sample 
was designed to optimize the resulting sample of students, rather than to give an optimal sample 
of schools. For this reason, it is always preferable to analyse the school-level variables as attributes 
of students, rather than as elements in their own right (Gonzalez and Kennedy, 2003). 

This advice is particularly important in PISA as the target population is not defined as a grade, but 
as all students of a particular age. 

In some countries, lower secondary and upper secondary education are provided by the same school, 
whereas in others, this is not the case because lower and upper secondary education are provided 
by different schools. In these countries, usually, the transition between lower and upper secondary 
education occurs around the age of 15, i.e. in most cases, at the end of compulsory education. 
As PISA focuses on the 15-year-old population, it means that one part of the target population 
is attending upper secondary education, while the other is attending lower secondary education. 
Consequently, in some countries, 15-year-olds can be in different educational institutions. 
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As discussed in Chapter 2, schools are selected from the school sample frame by the PPS sampling 
method, i.e. proportionally to the number of 15-year-olds attending the school. This might mean, 
for example that upper secondary schools only attended by students over the PISA age of 15 should 
not be included in the school sample frame. Similarly, lower secondary schools without any 15-year-
olds should not be included in the school sample frame. 

Thus, neither the lower secondary school population, nor the upper secondary school population 
represents the 15-year-old school population. In other words, the PISA school target population 
does not necessarily match the school population(s) within a particular country. 

This lack of a perfect match between the usual school population(s) and the PISA school population 
affects the way school data should be analysed. To avoid biases for the population estimates, school data 
have to be imported into the student data files and have to be analysed with the student final weight. 
This means, for example, that one will not estimate the percentage of public schools versus private 
schools, but will estimate the percentage of 15-year-olds attending private schools versus public 
schools. From a pedagogical and or policy point of views, what is really important is not the percentage 
of schools that present such characteristics, but the percentage of students who are affected by these 
characteristics, i.e. the percentage of students attending a school with such characteristics. 

MERGING THE SCHOOL AND STUDENT DATA FILES

Box 9.1 provides the SAS® syntax for merging the student data file and the school data file. Both files 
need first to be sorted by the identification variables, i.e. CNT, SCHOOLID and STIDSTD in the 
student data file and CNT and SCHOOLID in the school data file. Afterwards, the two sorted data 
files can be merged according to the common identification variables, i.e. CNT and SCHOOLID.

Box 9.1 • SAS® syntax for merging the student data file and the school data file

libname PISA2003  “c:\pisa2003\data\”;
options nofmterr notes;
run;

data temp1;
 set pisa2003.stud;
run;
proc sort data=temp1;
 by cnt schoolid stidstd;
run;
data temp2;
 set pisa2003.schi;
run;
proc sort data = temp2;
 by cnt schoolid;
run;
data pisa2003.alldata;
 merge temp1 temp2;
 by cnt schoolid;
run;

ANALYSES OF THE SCHOOL VARIABLES

After merging the student data file and the school data file, school data can be analyzed like any 
student level variables as school variables are now considered as attributes of students. However, 
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in this case, it is even more critical to use the replicate weights to compute sampling errors. Failure 
to do so would give a completely misleading inference.

The remainder of this chapter explains the methods for computing the percentages of students by 
school location and their respective standard errors as well as the student average performance on 
the mathematics scale per school location. 

Box 9.2 presents the question about school location in the school questionnaire.

Box 9.2 • School question on school location in PISA 2003

Q 1 Which of the following best describes the community in which  
your school is located? 
(Please <tick> only one box.)

A <village, hamlet or rural area> (fewer than 3 000 people) ...........................❏ 1

A <small town> (3 000 to about 15 000 people) ..............................................❏ 2

A <town> (15 000 to about 100 000 people) ...................................................❏ 3

A <city> (100 000 to about 1 000 000 people) ...............................................  ❏ 4

A large <city> with over 1 000 000 people ......................................................  ❏ 5

Box 9.3 provides the SAS® syntax. As previously indicated, the SAS® macro might be CPU-consuming 
and thus it is advised to keep only the variables indispensable for the analyses.

Box 9.3 • SAS® syntax for computing the percentage of students and  
the average mathematics performance per school location

data temp;
 set pisa2003.alldata;
 if (cnt=“DEU”);
 w_fstr0=w_fstuwt;
 mcomb1=pv1math;
 mcomb2=pv2math;
 mcomb3=pv3math;
 mcomb4=pv4math;
 mcomb5=pv5math;
 keep  cnt schoolid stidstd 
   w_fstr0-w_fstr80 
   mcomb1-mcomb5
   sc01q01;
run;
%include “c:\pisa2003\prg\macro_freq_nopv.sas”;

%BRR_FREQ(INFILE=temp,
      REPLI_ROOT=w_fstr,
      BYVAR=cnt,
      VAR=sc01q01,
      OUTFILE=exercise33);
run;
%include “c:\pisa2003\prg\macro_procmeans.sas”;

%BRR_PROCMEAN_PV(INFILE=temp,
       REPLI_ROOT=w_fstr,
       BYVAR=cnt sc01q01,
       PV_ROOT=mcomb,
       STAT=mean,
       OUTFILE=exercise34);
run;
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Table 9.2 and Table 9.3 present the structure of the output data files exercise33 and exercise34.

 Table 9.2 • Structure of the output data file exercise33

CNT SC01Q01 STAT SESTAT
DEU 1 5.04 1.37
DEU 2 24.61 2.70
DEU 3 38.76 3.75
DEU 4 19.53 2.77
DEU 5 12.06 1.98

Table 9.3 • Structure of the output data file exercise34

CNT SC01Q01 STAT SESTAT
DEU 1 489.65 14.81
DEU 2 507.46 6.19
DEU 3 496.74 8.92
DEU 4 510.24 13.19
DEU 5 507.07 14.13

As a reminder, the school data was analysed at the student level and weighted by the student final 
weight. Therefore, results should be interpreted as: 5.04 per cent of the 15-year-olds are attending 
a school located in a village with less than 3 000 people. Twenty-five per cent of the students are 
attending a school located in a small town (from 3 000 to 15 000 people) and so on. The students 
attending a school located in a small village on average perform at 489.65 and so on.

As the percentages for some categories might be small, the standard error will be large for the mean 
estimates.

All the SAS® macros described in the previous chapters can be used on the school variables once 
they have been imported in the student data file.

CONCLUSIONS

For statistical and pedagogical reasons, the data collected through the school questionnaire, as well 
as the variables derived from that instrument, have to be analysed at the student level.

All the SAS® macros developed can be used without any modifications. The interpretation of the 
results should clearly state the analysis level, i.e. for instance the percentage of students attending a 
school located in a small village and not the percentage of schools located in a small village.
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INTRODUCTION

Suppose that X represents the student score for a mathematics test and Y the student score for a 
science test for the same sample of students. To summarize the score distribution for both tests, one 
can compute:

• , representing respectively the mean of X and the mean of Y,

• , representing respectively the variance of X and the variance of Y

It can be shown that:

 and 

If a total score is computed by just adding the mathematics and science scores, then according to 
these two formulae, the mean of this total score will be the sum of the two initial means and the 
variance of the total score will be equal to the sum of the variance of the two initial variables X 
and Y plus two times the covariance between X and Y. This covariance represents the relationship 
between X and Y. Usually, high achievers in mathematics are also high achievers in science and thus 
one should expect in this particular example a positive and high covariance.

Similarly, 

 and

In other words, the variance of a difference is equal to the sum of the variances of the two initial 
variables minus two times the covariance between the two initial variables.

As described in Chapter 3, a sampling distribution has the same characteristics as any distribution, 
except that units consist of sample estimates and not observations. Therefore, 

The sampling variance of a difference is equal to the sum of the two initial sampling variances minus 
two times the covariance between the two sampling distributions on the estimates.

Suppose that one wants to determine whether the girls’ performance is on average higher than 
the boys’ performance. As for all statistical analyses, the null hypothesis has to be tested. In this 
particular example, it will consist of computing the difference between the boys’ performance 
mean and the girls’ performance mean or the inverse. The null hypothesis will be:

To test this null hypothesis, the standard error on this difference has to be computed and then 
compared to the observed difference. The respective standard errors on the mean estimate for boys 
and for girls (  ) can be easily computed. 

What does the covariance between the two variables, i.e. , tell us? A positive covariance 
means that if  increases, then  will also increase. A covariance equal or close to 0 means 
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that   can increase or decrease with  remaining unchanged. Finally, a negative covariance 
means that if   increases, then  will decrease, and inversely.

How are  and  correlated? Suppose that in the school sample, a coeducational school 
attended by low achievers is replaced by a coeducational school attended by high achievers. The 
country mean will increase slightly, as well as the boys’ and the girls’ means. If the replacement 
process is continued,  and  will likely increase in a similar pattern. Indeed, a coeducational 
school attended by high achieving boys is usually also attended by high achieving girls. Therefore, the 
covariance between  and  will be positive.

Let us now suppose that all schools are single gender. A boys’ school can replace a girls’ school in 
the sample and therefore  and  will change. If gender is used as a stratification variable, 
i.e. all girls’ schools are allocated to an explicit stratum and all boys schools are allocated to another 
explicit stratum, then a girls’ school can only be replaced by another girls school. In this case, only 

 will change. As  might change without affecting , the expected value of the covariance 
between  and  is 0. 

Finally, a negative covariance means that if a school is attended by high achieving boys, then that 
school is also attended by low achieving girls or the inverse. This situation is not so likely.

In summary, the expected value of the covariance will be equal to 0 if the two sub-samples are 
independent. If the two sub-samples are not independent, then the expected value of the covariance 
might differ from 0.

In PISA, as well as in IEA studies, country samples are independent. Therefore, for any comparison 
between two countries, the expected value of the covariance will be equal to 0, and thus the standard 
error on the estimate is:

, with  being any statistic.

For instance, on the mathematics scale in PISA 2003, the German mean is equal to 503 with a standard 
error of 3.3, and the Belgian mean is equal to 529 with a standard error of 2.3. Therefore, the difference 
between Belgium and Germany will be 529-503=26 and the standard error on this difference is:

The difference divided by its standard error, i.e. 26/4.02 = 6.46, is greater than 1.96, which is 
significant. This means that Belgian’s performance is greater than Germany’s.

Similarly, the percentage of students below Level 1 is equal to 9.2 in Germany (with a standard error 
of 0.8) and to 7.2 in Belgium (with a standard error of 0.6). The difference is equal to 9.2-7.2=2 and 
the standard error on this difference is equal to:

.

The standardised difference is equal to 2 (i.e. 2/1), which is significant. Thus the percentage of 
students below Level 1 is greater in Germany than in Belgium.
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Within a particular country, any sub-samples will be considered as independent if the categorical 
variable used to define the sub-samples was used as an explicit stratification variable. For instance, 
since Canada used the provinces as an explicit stratification variable, then these sub-samples are 
independent and any comparison between two provinces does not require the estimation of the 
covariance between the sampling distributions.

As a general rule, any comparison between countries does not require the estimation of the 
covariance, but it is strongly advised to estimate the covariance between the sampling distributions 
for any within-country comparisons. 

As described earlier in this section, the estimation of the covariance between, for instance, 
and  would require the selection of several samples and then the analysis of the variation of 

 in conjunction with . Such procedure is of course unrealistic. Therefore, as for any 
computation of a standard error in PISA, replication methods using the supplied replicate weights 
will be used to estimate the standard error on a difference.

THE STANDARD ERROR OF A DIFFERENCE WITHOUT PLAUSIBLE VALUES

Let us suppose that a researcher wants to test whether girls in Germany have higher job expectations 
than boys. 

As described in Chapter 6, the SAS® macro PROCMEANS_NOPV can be used to estimate the 
average job expectation for boys and girls respectively.

Box 10.1 presents the SAS® syntax for the computation of the mean for the job expectations at the 
age of 30 (BSMJ) per gender. Table 10.1 presents the structure of the output data file as well as the 
results per gender.

Box 10.1 • SAS® syntax for computing the mean of job expectations per gender

libname PISA2003  “c:\pisa2003\data\”;
options nofmterr notes;
run;

data temp;
 set pisa2003.stud;
 if (cnt=“DEU”) ;
 if (not missing (st03Q01));
  w_fstr0=w_fstuwt;    
 if (st03q01=1) then gender=1;
 if (st03q01=2) then gender=0;
 keep cnt schoolid stidstd w_fstr0-w_fstr80 
      pv1math pv2math pv3math pv4math pv5math
      st03q01 gender hisei bsmj;
run;

%include “c:\pisa2003\prg\macro_procmeans_nopv.sas”;

%BRR_PROCMEAN(INFILE=temp,
    REPLI_ROOT=w_fstr,
    BYVAR=cnt st03q01,
    VAR=bsmj,
    STAT=mean,
    OUTFILE=exercise35);
run;
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On average, the job expectation is 53.05 for girls and 50.58 for boys. As German schools are usually 
coeducational and as gender is not used as an explicit stratification variable, the expected value of 
the covariance might differ from 0.

To compute the standard error per gender, it is necessary to compute the mean estimate for each of 
the 80 replicate weights. Table 10.2 presents the mean estimate per weight and per gender.

The final difference estimate will be the difference between the two final estimates, i.e.  
53.05 – 50.58 = 2.47. 

The procedure to estimate the final standard error is quite straightforward. It is exactly similar 
to the procedure described in Chapter 6, except that  is now a difference, and not a mean or a 
regression coefficient. The different steps are:

• The difference between the girls and the boys means is computed per replicate;

• Each of the 80 difference estimates is compared with the final difference estimate, then squared;

• The sum of the square is computed then divided by 20 to obtain the sampling variance on the 
difference; and

• The standard error is the square root of the sampling variance.

These different steps can be summarized as:

 with  being a difference.

Concretely:

• For the first replicate, the difference between the girls mean estimate and the boys mean estimate 
is equal to (53.29-50.69)=2.60. For the second replicate, the difference estimate will be equal to 
(53.16-50.53)=2.63 and so on for the 80 replicates. All these difference estimates are presented 
in Table 10.3.

• Each of the 80 replicate difference estimates is compared with the final difference estimate and this 
difference is squared. For the first replicate, it will be (2.60-2.47)² = 0.0164. For the second repli-
cates, it will be (2.63-2.47)² = 0.0258. These squared differences are also presented in Table 10.3.

• These squared differences are summed. This sum is equal to:
 (0.0164+0.0258+…..+0.0641) = 9.7360. The sampling variance on the difference is therefore 

equal to:

 .

• The standard error is equal to the square root of 0.4868, i.e. 0.6977.

As  is greater than 1.96, job expectations for girls are statistically greater than job expectations 

for boys in Germany.

Table 10.1 • Structure of the output data file exercise35

CNT ST03Q01 STAT SESTAT
DEU 1 53.05 0.57
DEU 2 50.58 0.69
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If the researcher had considered the two German sub-samples as independent, then he or she would 
have obtained for the standard error on this difference:

In this particular case, the difference between the unbiased estimate of the standard error (i.e. 
0.698) and the biased estimate of the standard error (i.e. 0.895) is quite small. As it will be shown 
later in this chapter, the difference between the biased and unbiased estimates of the standard error 
can be substantial.

Table 10.2 • Mean estimates for the final and 80 replicate weights per gender

Weight Mean estimate
for girls

Mean estimate
for boys Weight Mean estimate

for girls
Mean estimate

for boys

Final weight 53.05 50.58
Replicate 1 53.29 50.69 Replicate 41 52.69 50.55
Replicate 2 53.16 50.53 Replicate 42 53.28 51.23
Replicate 3 53.16 50.45 Replicate 43 53.07 50.39
Replicate 4 53.30 50.70 Replicate 44 52.95 49.72
Replicate 5 52.79 50.28 Replicate 45 53.31 51.04
Replicate 6 53.14 50.76 Replicate 46 53.72 50.80
Replicate 7 53.04 50.36 Replicate 47 52.91 51.03
Replicate 8 52.97 50.11 Replicate 48 53.10 50.53
Replicate 9 53.28 51.37 Replicate 49 53.05 50.81
Replicate 10 53.01 50.55 Replicate 50 53.79 50.90
Replicate 11 53.26 50.70 Replicate 51 52.65 50.15
Replicate 12 53.16 49.86 Replicate 52 53.30 50.45
Replicate 13 52.81 50.94 Replicate 53 52.68 50.12
Replicate 14 53.21 50.71 Replicate 54 52.74 50.01
Replicate 15 53.39 50.23 Replicate 55 53.50 50.11
Replicate 16 53.06 50.46 Replicate 56 52.54 50.58
Replicate 17 53.34 50.48 Replicate 57 53.31 51.03
Replicate 18 52.71 50.42 Replicate 58 53.13 50.34
Replicate 19 53.18 50.87 Replicate 59 52.72 50.37
Replicate 20 52.82 50.44 Replicate 60 53.49 51.43
Replicate 21 53.36 50.74 Replicate 61 53.13 50.71
Replicate 22 53.15 50.72 Replicate 62 53.61 51.27
Replicate 23 53.24 50.65 Replicate 63 52.74 50.15
Replicate 24 52.68 50.51 Replicate 64 53.19 50.25
Replicate 25 52.76 50.44 Replicate 65 53.28 51.04
Replicate 26 52.79 50.43 Replicate 66 52.91 50.94
Replicate 27 53.01 50.58 Replicate 67 53.25 50.85
Replicate 28 53.24 50.12 Replicate 68 53.12 50.74
Replicate 29 52.86 50.68 Replicate 69 53.08 50.31
Replicate 30 52.85 50.02 Replicate 70 52.92 50.44
Replicate 31 52.90 50.85 Replicate 71 53.35 50.63
Replicate 32 53.25 50.60 Replicate 72 53.25 50.75
Replicate 33 53.32 50.54 Replicate 73 52.54 50.42
Replicate 34 52.42 50.55 Replicate 74 52.58 50.20
Replicate 35 52.91 50.72 Replicate 75 52.49 49.75
Replicate 36 53.06 50.36 Replicate 76 52.98 50.96
Replicate 37 52.67 50.73 Replicate 77 53.04 50.24
Replicate 38 53.36 50.16 Replicate 78 53.30 50.44
Replicate 39 52.57 50.36 Replicate 79 52.93 50.36
Replicate 40 53.07 50.58 Replicate 80 52.98 50.76
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Table 10.3 • Difference estimates for the final and 80 replicate weights

Weight

Difference 
between  

boys and girls  
(G - B)

Squared 
difference 

between the 
replicate and the 

final estimates

Weight

Difference 
between 
boys and 

girls (G - B)

Squared 
difference 

between the 
replicate and the 

final estimates
Final weight 2.47
Replicate 1 2.60 0.0164 Replicate 41 2.14 0.1079
Replicate 2 2.63 0.0258 Replicate 42 2.05 0.1789
Replicate 3 2.72 0.0599 Replicate 43 2.68 0.0440
Replicate 4 2.61 0.0180 Replicate 44 3.23 0.5727
Replicate 5 2.51 0.0011 Replicate 45 2.28 0.0373
Replicate 6 2.39 0.0067 Replicate 46 2.92 0.2038
Replicate 7 2.68 0.0450 Replicate 47 1.88 0.3488
Replicate 8 2.86 0.1483 Replicate 48 2.56 0.0084
Replicate 9 1.92 0.3085 Replicate 49 2.23 0.0567
Replicate 10 2.46 0.0002 Replicate 50 2.89 0.1768
Replicate 11 2.57 0.0089 Replicate 51 2.49 0.0004
Replicate 12 3.30 0.6832 Replicate 52 2.85 0.1440
Replicate 13 1.87 0.3620 Replicate 53 2.56 0.0072
Replicate 14 2.50 0.0009 Replicate 54 2.73 0.0667
Replicate 15 3.16 0.4756 Replicate 55 3.39 0.8520
Replicate 16 2.60 0.0173 Replicate 56 1.96 0.2631
Replicate 17 2.87 0.1577 Replicate 57 2.28 0.0351
Replicate 18 2.29 0.0327 Replicate 58 2.79 0.1017
Replicate 19 2.31 0.0269 Replicate 59 2.35 0.0158
Replicate 20 2.38 0.0078 Replicate 60 2.05 0.1749
Replicate 21 2.62 0.0221 Replicate 61 2.42 0.0027
Replicate 22 2.43 0.0014 Replicate 62 2.34 0.0164
Replicate 23 2.59 0.0142 Replicate 63 2.59 0.0137
Replicate 24 2.17 0.0901 Replicate 64 2.94 0.2230
Replicate 25 2.32 0.0227 Replicate 65 2.24 0.0539
Replicate 26 2.36 0.0132 Replicate 66 1.97 0.2524
Replicate 27 2.43 0.0015 Replicate 67 2.40 0.0050
Replicate 28 3.12 0.4225 Replicate 68 2.38 0.0089
Replicate 29 2.18 0.0844 Replicate 69 2.76 0.0848
Replicate 30 2.84 0.1333 Replicate 70 2.48 0.0002
Replicate 31 2.06 0.1709 Replicate 71 2.72 0.0609
Replicate 32 2.65 0.0312 Replicate 72 2.50 0.0006
Replicate 33 2.78 0.0970 Replicate 73 2.12 0.1217
Replicate 34 1.87 0.3611 Replicate 74 2.39 0.0073
Replicate 35 2.19 0.0809 Replicate 75 2.73 0.0693
Replicate 36 2.69 0.0490 Replicate 76 2.02 0.2031
Replicate 37 1.94 0.2825 Replicate 77 2.80 0.1058
Replicate 38 3.20 0.5355 Replicate 78 2.86 0.1519
Replicate 39 2.21 0.0683 Replicate 79 2.57 0.0091
Replicate 40 2.48 0.0001 Replicate 80 2.22 0.0641

Sum of squared differences 9.7360
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A SAS® macro has been developed for the computation of standard errors on differences. Box 10.2 
resents the SAS® syntax for running this macro.

Box 10.2 • SAS® macro for the computation of standard errors on differences

%include “c:\pisa2003\prg\macro_procmeans_dif_nopv.sas”;

%BRR_PROCMEAN_DIF(INFILE=temp,
    REPLI_ROOT=w_fstr,
    BYVAR=cnt ,
    VAR=bsmj,
    COMPARE=st03q01,
    CATEGORY=1 2,
    STAT=mean,
    OUTFILE=exercise36);
run;

Beside the four arguments common to all SAS® macros, four other arguments have to be specified:

• The VAR argument informs the macro of the numerical variable on which a mean or a standard 
deviation will be computed per value of a categorical variable. In the example, VAR equals BSMJ.

• The COMPARE argument specifies the categorical variables on which the contrasts will be 
based.

• The CATEGORY argument specifies the values of the categorical variables for which contrasts 
are required. As gender has only two categories, denoted 1 and 2, the CATEGORY statement is 
set as “1 2”. If a categorical variable has four categories and if these four categories are specified 
in the CATEGORY statement, then the macro will compute the standard error on the difference 
between:

− Category 1 and category 2;

− Category 1 and category 3;

− Category 1 and category 4;

− Category 2 and category 3;

− Category 2 and category 4; and

− Category 3 and category 4.

If only categories 1 and 2 are specified, then only the contrast between 1 and 2 will be computed, 
regardless of the number of categories for this categorical variable.

• The STAT argument specifies the required statistic. See Chapter 5 for available statistics.

Table 10.4 • Structure of the output data file exercise36

CNT CONTRAST STAT SESTAT

DEU 1-2 2.47 0.6977
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It is worth noting that for dichotomous variables, the standard error on the difference can also be 
computed by a regression model.

Box 10.3 • An alternative SAS® macro for computing the standard error  
on a difference for dichotomous variable

%include “c:\pisa2003\prg\macro_reg_nopv.sas”;

%BRR_REG(INFILE=temp,
   REPLI_ROOT=w_fstr,
   VARDEP=bsmj,
   EXPLICA=gender,
   BYVAR=cnt,
   OUTFILE=exercise37);
run;

Table 10.5 • Structure of the output data file exercise37

CNT CLASS STAT SESTAT
DEU intercept 50.58 0.686
DEU gender 2.47 0.698

Except for the sign, the difference estimate and its respective standard error are equal to the 
regression coefficient estimate and its standard error. For polytomous categorical variables, the use 
of the regression macro would require the recoding of the categorical variables into h-1 dichotomous 
variables, with h being equal to the number of categories. Further, the regression macro will 
compare each category with the reference category, while the macro PROC_MEANS_DIF_NOPV 
will provide all contrasts.

THE STANDARD ERROR OF A DIFFERENCE WITH PLAUSIBLE VALUES

The procedure for computing the standard error on a difference that involves plausible values 
consists of:

• Using each plausible value and for the final and 80 replicate weights, the requested statistic, a mean 
for example, has to be computed per value of the categorical variable;

• Computing, per contrast, per plausible value and per replicate weight, the difference between the 
two categories. There will be 405 difference estimates: Table 10.6 presents the structure of these 
405 differences;

• A final difference estimate equal to the average of the five difference estimates;

• Computing, per plausible value, the sampling variance by comparing the final difference estimate 
with the 80 replicate estimates;

• A final sampling variance equal to the average of the five sampling variances;

• Computing imputation variance, also denoted measurement error variance;

• Combining the sampling variance and the imputation variance to obtain the final error 
variance; and

• A standard error equal to the square root of the error variance.
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Table 10.6 • Gender difference estimates and their respective sampling variances  
on the mathematics scale

Weight PV1 PV2 PV3 PV4 PV5
Final -8.94 -9.40 -8.96 -7.46 -10.12
Replicate 1 -9.64 -10.05 -10.29 -8.74 -11.45
……….
Replicate 80 -8.56 -8.52 -8.85 -7.70 -9.84
Sampling 
variance (4.11)² (4.36)² (4.10)² (4.31)² (4.28)²

A SAS® macro has been developed to compute standard errors on differences that involve plausible 
values. Box 10.4 provides the SAS® syntax. In this example, the standard error on the difference 
between the boys’ and the girls’ performance on the mathematics scale is computed.

Box 10.4 • SAS® syntax to compute standard errors on differences that involve plausible values

data temp1;
 set pisa2003.stud;
 if (cnt=“DEU”) ;
 if (not missing (st03Q01));
 w_fstr0=w_fstuwt;
 mcomb1=pv1math;
 mcomb2=pv2math;
 mcomb3=pv3math;
 mcomb4=pv4math;
 mcomb5=pv5math;
    keep cnt schoolid stidstd w_fstr0-w_fstr80 
      mcomb1-mcomb5
      st03q01; 
run;

%include “c:\pisa2003\prg\macro_procmeans_dif.sas”;

%BRR_PROCMEAN_DIF_PV(INFILE=temp1,
       REPLI_ROOT=w_fstr,
       BYVAR=cnt,
       PV_ROOT=mcomb,
       COMPARE=st03q01,
       CATEGORY=1 2,
       STAT=mean,
       OUTFILE=exercise38);
run;

In comparison with the previous SAS® macro, the VAR argument is replaced by the PV_ROOT 
argument. 

Table 10.7 • Structure of the output data file exercise38

CNT CONTRAST STAT SESTAT
DEU 1-2 -8.98 4.37

As the absolute value of the ratio between the difference estimate and its respective standard error 
is greater than 1.96, the null hypothesis is rejected. Thus girls perform on average lower than boys 
in Germany. It is also worth noting that these results might also be obtained through the regression 
macro for plausible values.

 Table 10.8 provides for all PISA 2003 countries the gender difference estimates on the mathematics 
scale, as well as the unbiased standard errors and the biased standard errors.
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Table 10.8 • Gender differences on the mathematics scale, unbiased standard errors 
and biased standard errors

Country Mean 
difference

Unbiased 
standard 

error

Biased 
standard 

error
Country Mean 

difference

Unbiased 
standard 

error

Biased 
standard 

error
AUS -5.34 3.75 4.04 KOR -23.41 6.77 6.90
AUT -7.57 4.40 5.59 LIE -28.84 10.92 9.58
BEL -7.51 4.81 4.69 LUX -17.17 2.81 2.40
BRA -16.26 4.06 7.49 LVA -2.81 3.97 5.97
CAN -11.17 2.13 2.78 MAC -21.26 5.83 5.83
CHE -16.63 4.87 5.98 MEX -10.90 3.94 5.91
CZE -14.97 5.08 6.11 NLD -5.12 4.29 5.36
DEU -8.98 4.37 5.59 NOR -6.22 3.21 4.04
DNK -16.58 3.20 4.50 NZL -14.48 3.90 4.23
ESP -8.86 2.98 4.02 POL -5.59 3.14 4.18
FIN -7.41 2.67 3.24 PRT -12.25 3.31 5.41
FRA -8.51 4.15 4.60 RUS -10.12 4.36 6.75
GBR -6.66 4.90 4.84 SVK -18.66 3.65 5.30
GRC -19.40 3.63 6.11 SWE -6.53 3.27 4.30
HKG -4.06 6.64 7.96 THA 4.02 4.24 5.22
HUN -7.79 3.54 4.69 TUN -12.17 2.51 4.01
IDN -3.34 3.39 6.02 TUR -15.13 6.16 10.33
IRL -14.81 4.19 4.54 URY -12.09 4.15 5.51
ISL 15.41 3.46 3.15 USA -6.25 2.89 4.65
ITA -17.83 5.89 5.96 YUG -1.21 4.36 6.14
JPN -8.42 5.89 7.04

In nearly all countries, the unbiased standard error is smaller than the biased standard error, 
reflecting a positive covariance between the two sampling distributions. In a few countries, the 
difference between the two standard errors is small, but it is substantial for some other countries, 
such as Brazil, Greece, Indonesia and Turkey.

MULTIPLE COMPARISONS

In Chapter 3, it was noted that every statistical inference is associated with what is usually called a 
type I error. This error represents the risk of rejecting a null hypothesis that is true. 

Let us suppose that at the population level, there is no difference in the mathematics between boys 
and girls. A sample is drawn and the gender difference in mathematics performance is computed. 
As this difference is based on a sample, a standard error on the difference has to be computed. If the 
standardised difference, i.e. the gender difference divided by its standard error, is less than -1.96 or 
greater than 1.96, that difference would be reported as significant. In fact, there are 5 chances out 
of 100 to observe a standardised difference lower than -1.96 or higher than 1.96 and still have the 
null hypothesis true. In other words, there are 5 chances out of 100 to reject the null hypothesis, 
when there is no true gender difference in the population.

If 100 countries are participating in the international survey and if the gender difference is computed 
for each of them, then it is statistically expected to report 5 of the 100 gender differences as 
significant, when there are no true differences at the population level.
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For every country, the type I error is set at 0.05. For two countries, as countries are independent 
samples, the probability of not making a type I error, i.e. accepting both null hypotheses, is now 
equal to 0.9025 (0.95 times 0.95).

 Table 10.9 • The cross tabulation of the different probabilities

Country A
0.05 0.95

Country B
0.05 0.0025 0.0475
0.95 0.0475 0.9025

This statistical issue is even more amplified for tables of multiple comparisons of achievement. 
Suppose that the means of three countries need to be compared. This will involve three tests: country 
A versus country B, country A versus country C, and country B versus country C. The probability 
of not making a type I error is therefore equal to:

(1 – )(1 – )(1 – ) = (1 – )3.

Broadly speaking, if X comparisons are tested, then the probability of not making a type I error is 
equal to:

(1 – )x

Dunn (1961) developed a general procedure that is appropriate for testing a set of a priori hypotheses, 
while controlling the probability of making a type I error. It consists of adjusting the value . 
Precisely, the value  is divided by the number of comparisons and then its respective critical value 
is used. 

In the case of three comparisons, the critical value for an  = 0.05 will therefore be equal to 2.24 
instead of 1.96. Indeed, 

As the risk is shared by both tails of the sampling distribution, one has to find the z score that 
corresponds to the cumulative proportion of 0.008333.  Consulting the cumulative function of the 
standardised normal distribution will return the value -2.24.

Nevertheless, the researcher still has to decide how many comparisons are involved. In PISA, it was 
decided that no correction of the critical value would be applied, except on multiple comparison 
tables. Indeed, in many cases, readers are primarily interested in finding out whether a given value 
in a particular country is different from a second value in the same or another country, e.g. whether 
females in a country perform better than males in the same country. Therefore, as only one test is 
performed at a time, then no adjustment is required.

On the other hand, with multiple comparison tables, the reader is interested in comparing the 
performance of one country with all other countries. For example, if one wants to compare the 
performance of country 1 with all other countries, we will have the following comparisons: country 
1 versus country 2, country 1 versus country 3, and country 1 versus country L. Therefore, the 
adjustment will be based on L-1 comparisons.
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In PISA 2003, as the results of 40 countries were published in the initial reports, the critical value 
will be based on 39 comparisons and will be equal to 3.2272. As more countries participated in 
PISA 2003, this critical value is slightly higher than the critical value for PISA 2000.1

CONCLUSIONS

This chapter was devoted to the computation of standard errors on differences. After a description 
of the statistical issues for such estimates, the different steps for computing such standard errors 
were presented. The SAS® macros to facilitate such computations were also described.

It was clearly stated that any comparison between countries does not require the estimation of the 
covariance. However, it is strongly advised that the covariance between the sampling distributions 
for any within-country comparisons should be estimated. 

The two SAS® macros can however be used for between-country comparisons. As the expected 
value of the covariance is equal to 0, in a particular case, one might get a small positive or negative 
estimated covariance. Therefore, the standard error returned by the SAS® macro might be slightly 
different from the standard errors based only on the initial standard errors.

Finally, the correction of the critical value for multiple comparisons was discussed.

Note

1.   The critical value in the multiple comparisons for PISA 2000 was 3.144.


